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FOREWORD
The Phase III HiMAT developmentwas performedat the North American
Aircraft Divisionof RockwellInternational,Inc.,with L. E. Brown serving
as programmanager. Contributorsto the work reportedherein include:
AeroelasticTailoring,M. A. Price and J. Surdenas;NASTRANFinite Element
Modelingand SensitivityStudies,D. Kerans;StrainGage Reductionand Inter-
pretation,J. Lingsweilerand R. Moore; Testing,P. Rogers;Test Data Reduc-
tion, D. Kerans,J. Surdenas,J. Lingsweiler,and R. Moore; FlutterAnalysis,
S. Siegel.
Additionalvaluableassistancein preparingthe reportwas providedby
L. E. Br_cn, HiMAT Program_nager, E. L. Ruff, Hib_T EngineeringManager,
and _r. L. M. Lackman,Manager of Structures.
Technicalassistanceby the followingis gratefullyacknowledged:
R. Monaghan and M. DeAngelisof NASA Dryden Flight ResearchCenter;and
W. Horsfalland B. Ramsey 9_ RockwellInternational.
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HiMAT STRUCTURALDhErELOPMENT
DESIGN METHODOLOGY
By M. A. Price
Rockwell International
North AmericanAircraft Division
Los Angeles, California
SUNNARY
In order to verify the analyticaltools and developmenttechniquesused for
aeroelasticallytailoredliftingsurfaces,one of the NASA/RockwellInternational
highly maneuverableadvancedtechnology(HiMAT)aircraftwas subjectedto an 8g
ground test. The comparisonof the test resultsto predictedvalues indicates
that methods are availableto adequatelypredicttwist under all loadingcondi-
tions,provided the materialpropertyvalues are accuratelyknown.
The aircraft,which has approximately95 percent of the entireouter sur-
face constructedof graphite-epoxymaterials,was subjectedto a distributed
load representingthe 8g flightcondition. Measurementsof wing and canard
deflectionswere taken and twistscalculated. These calculatedtest twists
were comparedto the predictedtwists from the finite elementmodel of the
entire aircraft.
, The test indicatedthat the matrix dominatedlayupsused on the wing
produced nonlinearities,especiallyin the transversecouplingterm. This non-
linearityadverselyaffectsdata reductionof the stressesand correlationwith
predictedresults. Additionaltestingindicatesthat stressesare highly sen-
sitive to materialpropertydata, and nonlinearityregionsare encounteredat
lower strain levelsthan pregiouslyassumed. Also, the compressionmodulus
enters the nonlinearityregion at lower strain levelsthan the tensionmodulus.
INTRODUCTION
Rockwell International,under a contract from NASA/DrydenFlight Research
Center (DFRC),developedtwo remotelypilotedresearchvehiclesin order to
investigatethe highlymaneuverableaircrafttechnology(HiMAT)area. In order
to improvethe maneuveringcapabilityof an aircraft,a twist, local incidence
to airstream,criterionwas used to design the outboardwing and canard lifting
surfaces. This resulted in the use of graphite-epoxyskins in an unbalanced,
non-standardlaminateorientation. The layup for the wing structuralbox was
was 35°/_50°, and for the canard,it was 15°/+_45°. Approximately95 percent
of the entire outer surfaceof the aircraftwas constructedof graphite-epoxy
materials.
This reportpresents the methodologyand analyticaltools used to aero-
elasticallytailor those liftingsurfaces. Also in order to verify that the
analytictools predictedthe twist correctly,based on these unconventional
layups,an 8g deflectiontest was performedon Air VehicleNo. 2 (A/V-2). The
purpose of the test was basicallyto measuredeflectionsat the 8g design point,
calculatecanard and wing box twist from those deflections,and comparethe
resultsto the predictedtwists developedby a NASTRAN solutionusing a finite
elementmodel of the HiMAT aircraft. The correlationof those results is dis-
cussed in the body of the report.
This report is presentedin two sections. The first sectioncovers aero-
elastictailoringmethodology,and the second sectioncovers the test results.
In the aeroelastictailoringof the HiMAT aircraft,severaltailoring
computerprograms,along with a tailoringprocedure,were used to tailor the
liftingsurfacesof the wing and canards. These programsand their functions
are explainedand discussed,along with the tailoringprocedures.
To verify the structuralsizing of the tailoredcomponentsand to include
the interactionbetweenthe tailoredcomponentsand the entire aircraftstruc-
ture, a finite elementmodel of the HiMAT aircraftwas made using NASTRAN. The
theoreticalverificationof the tailoredsurfaceswas performedby the use of
this finite elementmodel. The formulationof the finiteelementmodel, the
design iterationsconductedto alter deflectionsand twists of the tailored
surfaces,and the predictedtwist and deflectionvalues from this finiteele-
ment model are presentedand discussed. Graphs are presentedof the final
designpredictions.
In the test sectionof the report,typicaldata recordedduring the test,
includingflightand groundtest straingages and deflectiontransducerread-
ings, are presented. The data are reduced,correlated,and discussed.
Also in the test sectionof the report,test twist versus predictedtwist .
and deflectiondata are correlated,evaluated,and discussed. The effectsof
sensitivitieson the test resultsare presentedat this time.
And finally,the analyticaltools used in tailoring,their effectiveness,
and recommendationsfor improvingthe tailoringprocess are presentedand
discussed.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
AC advancedcomposites
A.. laminateextentionalstiffnessmatrix
Ij
B boron
BL butt line
•BM bendingmoment
BP butt plane
C chord length
C averagechord length
avg
C1 aerodynamic,lift coefficient
C!, C2 strain ratios
°C degreescentigrade
cm, CM centimeters
C center of pressure
P
cu compressionultimate
centerline
DOF degreesof freedom
E modulusof elasticityin tensionor compression
Ey laminatetransverse-modulusof elasticity
EX laminatelongitudinalmodulusof elasticity
F.L lamina longitudinalmodulusof elasticity
ET lamina transversemodulusof elasticity
Ell laminatelongitudinalmodulusof elasticity
E22 laminatetransversemodulusof elasticity
E33 laminateshear modulus
El2 , El3 , E23 laminate coupling moduli
EI bending stiffness
E epoxyP
F stress allowable
OF degrees fahrenheit
FG fiberglass
FS front spar
G modulus of elasticityin shear
Gr graphite
, GXy laminateshear modulus
3
GLT laminashear modulus
(U torsionalstiffness
(7¢[" ground vibrationtest
g accelerationof gravity
H box beam cross-sectionalheight
h altitude
in, IN inches
l moment of inertiaof cross sectionalarea
J polar moment of inertiaof cross sectionalarea
k kth orientation
k.. beam stiffnessmatrix
Ij
kg kilograms
kN kilonewtons
L, 1 lamina longitudinaldirection
LE leadingedge
Lb, Ib pounds
LH, LHS left hand side
M appliedmoment,mach nil.
M loadmatrix
M meters
Mq millimeters
N newtons
_,Nv,Y,Z inertiafactorsin the X, Y, or Z direction,respectively;
runningload in X, Y, Z directions,respectively
load vector
NL nonlinear
psi pounds per square inch
Qii lamina reduced stiffnessmatrixJ
Q_- lamina reducedstiffnessmatrix of kth layer
--j
Qii transformedreduced laminaStiffnessmatrixJ
RS rear spar
RPRV remotelypiloted researchvehicle
RT room temperature
s set
SIC structuralinfluencecoefficient °
S deflectionmatrix
S symmetric
su shear ultimate -
T appliedtorque
TE trailingedge
t thickness
tk thicknessof kth kthply of segment
tu tensileultimate
V applied shear load
4
W box beam width, beam deflection
XF aircraft lateral axis
XC canard lateral axis
YF aircraft longitudinal axis
ZF aircraft vertical axis
Z, 3 lamina vertical direction
% Percent
direction cosine
angle between gage axis and finite element axis
6 deflection
strain matrix
•_ strain vector
ex , Exx laminate longitudinal strain
_y,Cyy laminate transverse strain
_L lamina longitudinal strain
ET lamina transverse strain
_xy laminate shear strain
YI,T lamina shear strain
a Poisson's ratio
_LT' _TL lamina Poisson's ratios
wing sweep angle
_×, Y wing segment load, beam deflection
p weight per unit volume
laminate longitudinal stress
_X
lamina longitudinal stress
_L
laminate transverse stress
_y
lamina transverse stress
_T
laminate shear stress
_xy
TIJT lamina shear stress
@ ply (lamina) orientation Kth
_ 6k ply (lamina) orientation of lamina
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AEROEIASTICTAILORINGMETHODOLOGY
Since the IIiMA'I'project is a detail design of an aircraft, the engineering
analysis cycle shown in figure 1 represents the aeroelastic tailoring method- '
ology used in tailoring the lifting surfaces of the aircraft. As shown in the
figure, three concurrent efforts are performed to accomplish the tailoring.
The tailoring cycle begins with generating aerodynamic coefficients,
CC /C and CJSpan, in the Aerodynamics Group. These coefficients are a
"_ avg
result of aeroUynamic theory and wind tunnel testing on the desired airfoil
shape, wing planform, and at the flight condition that the desired aerodynamic
performance is required. These coefficients, in turn, are then used to define
the required tailoring loads that will occur at the desired twist.
These incremental tailoring loads are provided to the External Loads Group,
along with a weight distribution and nodal points from the finite element model
of the aircraft. From these data, moments, torques, and shears are developed
for preliminary tailoring of the lifting surfaces. In addition, the External
1,oads Group develops grid loads for the finite element model. Preliminary
design loadsare providedto the Stress Group for aircraftstructuralsizing. !
A paralleleffort occurringduring the loads work is the configurationand
design synthesisused to describethe aircraftlines and geometry. As shown in
figure I, l,oftingprepares lines for the liftingsurfaces,fuselage,interfaces,
and control surfaces. The lines are a functionof the requiredaerodynamicpro-
file. Structurallayoutsare made of fuselagecross-sections,wing and canard
" planforms, interfaces, and other pertinent structural components based on the
lofted lines. From these layouts,a preliminarystructuraldiagramof the air-
craft is produced. In addition,preliminarydrawingsare made to define the
aircraftmajor structuralcomponents. From these drawings,a finiteelement
model is made of the entire aircraft.
As shown in figureI, these preliminarylayouts,along with the loads, are
used by the Stress Group for structuralsizing of the entire aircraft. This
sizing is entered into the finite elementmodel. Structuralinfluencecoeffi-
cients (SIC's),from the finite elementmodel, and EI/GJ values for the control
surfacesare provided to the FlutterGroup for flutteranalysisof the prelimi-
nary layouts.
i
Concurrent with these two efforts is the preliminary tailoring of the
l i fting surfaces. As shown in figure 1, tailoring programs AC87 and AC89 are
used to define the ply layups required to produce the desired twist. Geometry,
loads, and twist requirements are entered into the AC87 tailoring program.
6
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'IRisprogram then definesa series of layups that meet the twist and strength
requirements. AC89 is then used to select the final layup to be enteredinto
the finite element model.
In the engineeringanalysiscycle shown, the finite elementmodel is made
for two purposes. One is to verify that the requiredtwist of the tailored
surfacesis achieved,taking into accountthe surroundingstructureand loads,
and the other is to verify that the structuralintegrityof the aircrafthas
been achieved by checkingthe internalloads and stressesdeveloped. Once the
twist requirementis met and all other structuralsizing is provided for the
aircraft,structuralinfluencecoefficientsare determinedfrom the stiffness
matrix in the finite elementmodel. The structuralinfluencecoefficientsare
used to establishthe jig shape, externalloads, and for use in furtheranalyt-
ical work in the Aerodynamics,ExternalLoads, and FlutterGroups. Revisions
are made to the finite elementmodel based on resultsfrom these Groups,and
the finite elementmodel is run producinginternalloads from which the aircraft
structurecan be accuratelysized, as shown on figure I. This representsone
tailoringcycle. Once this cycle is completed,it is repeateduntil all disci-
plines have satisfiedtheir requirements.
In addition,critical load cases are definedby the External Loads Group
and run in the finite elementmodel. The critical cases for sizing the aircraft
structureare shown in figure I. The major cases for structurallysizing the
aircraftare the 12g, 10g, and Ig yaw case. The other loadingcases shown, such
as the maximum negative (-6g)case, are used only to design local structureon
the fuselage. The design conditionused to verify that the liftingsurfaces
have met the desired structuraltwists is the 8g load case.
Tailoringbegins in the AerodynamicsGroup and ends with the Manufacturing
Group. In betweenthose extremesare the External Loads, Lines, Design,Stress,
Mass Properties,AeroelasticTailoring,StructuralDynamics,and Tooling
Groups,all interactingwith the Aerodynamicsand ManufacturingGroups until
a compromiseis reachedto design and build an aircraftthat meets the tailoring
objectives. This tailoringcycle is repeateduntil all disciplineshave re-
fined their analysis,structuralintegrityis insured,and the twist requirement
is met.
HiMAT AeroelasticTailoringProcess
The Hi_NT wing and canard aeroelastictailoringprocess evolvedduring the
developmentof the RPRV (RemotelyPilotedResearchVehicle)project. The pro-
cedurewas developedspecificallyfor the purpose of achievingparticular
HiMAT performancegoals: superiortransonicmaneuverability(capabilityfor
a sustained8g turn at M = 0.9 and h = 7620 m (25,000feet)), and efficient
subsoniccruise capability. In addition,the RPRV had to be structurallyade-
quate to withstanda maximum limit load of 12g's. Ultimate loadwas definedas
1.5 x limit load.
Early in the HiMATRPRV design effort, it was decided to meet the wing and
canard streamlinetwist associatedwith the low drag, subsoniccruise require-
ments by using wing and canard "jig" shapes and specialriggingof their leading
and trailingedges. Design of the HiMAT wing and canard primarybox structures
would then be limitedto meeting _he 8g maneuver goal twist. That goal is char-
acterizedby requiredwing and canard deformedtwist shapesand associatedaero-
dynamic load distributions.
The areas of the HiMAT structurespecificallydesignedto the above aero-
elasticrequirementsare shown as shaded regionsin figure 2. They primarily
consistof the outboardwings and canards. Tailoringof the wing structure
inboardof the verticaltail boom at BP 102.36 cm (40.3 inches)to the 8g aero-
elasticconstraintscould not be accomplished,since other design conditions
dictatedthat structure. The inboardwing area was designedprimarilyby the
landinggear and verticalboom structureand loads. Figure 2 depicts the main
structuralcomponentsof the aircraft,and figure 3 is a photographof the air-
craft as built.
Both canard and outboardwing structuresare constructedof front and rear
spars and identicalupper and lower advancedgraphite-epoxycompositecovers
stabilizedby full depth honeycombcore. For this type of construction,the
covers are the major structuralelementsaffectingtwist; therefore,the empha-
s_s in the aeroelastic tailoring of the wing and canard structures was concen-
trated on design of the cover laminatesin terms of ply distributionsand orien-
tations. However,other wing and canard structuralelementshave an impacton
the aeroelasticbehavior. The effectsof leadingedge skin thickness,slotted
leadingedges, root stiffnessat the inboardwing-fuselageintersection,wing
tip fin, and other componentshave been investigated. Their contributionto
the liftingsurfacestructuralbehavior are accountedfor in the NASTRANmodel.
Their impacton the final tailoringof the surfaces is discussedin the Finite
ElementModel and Analysis section.
The IIiMATcanard and outboardwing structuralboxes are highly tapered.
Use of advancedcompositebeam theory for preliminarydesign purposes is there-
fore acceptable. Aeroelastictailoringof the wing and canard coversby span-
wise only variationof the laminateplies was consideredto be the most effi-
cient manufacturingapproachto the HiMAT design;therefore,chordwisetailoring
was not employed.
The aeroelastictailoringprocedureused in tailoringthe HiMAT wing and
canardsis shown in detail in figure 4. There are basicallytwo phases in the
8_
procedure. The first is preliminarysizingwith computerprogramsAC87 and
AC89, and the second is detaildesign verificationbased on the finite element
mode].
As shown in the figure,to initiatethe HiMAT aeroelasticdesignprocess,
the required streamwisetwist and associatedtailoringloads for the 8g maneuver
conditionare required. The loads consistof the net effectsof the aerodynamic
and inertiarelief loads. In addition,the net loads for the 12g strength :
design conditionmust be known. Based on those loads, the shear (V),moment
(M),and torque (T) distributionsare definedalong the structuralbox center
line for preliminarytailoringand entered into AC87. Box geometryfor the
AC87 and AC89 preliminarydesign computerprograms is obtained from the wing
and canard layoutsand entered into the programs.
AS/3501_5graphiteepoxy tape was selectedas the advancedcompositemate-
rial system for the canard and outboardwing covers. Its unidirectionallamina
propertiesare shown in table I. As shown in figure 4, those values are entered
into AC87, and AC50, Rockwell Internationalmaterialspropertycomputerprogram
(referenceI).
The preliminarysizing of the HiMAT canard and outboardwing cover lami-
nates is then accomplishedwith the AC87 computerprogram. In additionto the
strengthand twist requirementsdescribedabove, minimumlaminate thicknessand
ply percentagesare entered in the program. Use of minimum ply percentages
obviatesunrealisticcover designsby prohibitingthe plies from being oriented
in only one direction. For HiMAT, the minimumply percentagesrequirementfor
any layer was arbitrarilyset at 20 percent for each of the three orientations
(8°i/e°2/@°3).
At station102.36 cm _40.3 inches),the minimum gage constraintwas based
on the root splice joint design. Subsequentoutboard segmentcover minimum
thicknessrequirementswere selected to give reasonableply drop-offs. If this
is not accomplished,designswith drasticply drop-offswould result, leading
to possibleply delaminations.
In the tailoringprocess shown on figure4, in order to reduce the number
of laminateconfigurationsexaminedby AC87 to a reasonablenumber, only spe-
cific familiesof laminate layups (@°_/@°2/@°_)would be considered. The first
layup may be startedwith the (@°/45°#-45O)s_ily, where @ varies from -30°
to 30° in 5° increments. The number of 45° and -45° plies in the Final design
need not be identical. AC87 would then design each oF these laminuteconl'igur_-
tions for strengthand twist requirementsas well as the geometricconstraints
of percentagethicknessand individualply thickness. If no AC87 design is
particularlypromising,either becauseof excessivelaminatethicknessesor
unacceptabletwist behavior,a differentfamily of laminatewould then be
9
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examined. The next set of familiesevaluatedcould be the (@°/+50°/-50°)sor
the (0°/+40°/-40°)s.An importantlimitationon the value of @o is that It
could not be within 15° of either of the other two directions. Thus, a laminate
with almost all the plies oriented in one directionis avoided.
During the tailoringprocess,when the familiesdo not meet the twist and
strengthdesigns,additionalfamiliesare considered. Consequently,the last
two orientationsin both cases would be rotated5°, (@°/+50°/-50°)sand
(@°/+55°/-55°)s. HiMAT experiencehas shown that only a few such iterations
throughAC87 are requiredto produce a reasonablenumber of candidatelaminate
confighrationsthat meet the twist and strengthrequirements.
The AC87 laminatedesignsare then evaluatedby the AC89 deflectionanaly-
sis program to predict final preliminarytwist. Since some did not meet twist
requirements,changeswere made to the AC87 model in terms of minimum gage and
twist requirements,and a new AC87 preliminarysizing effortwas undertaken.
As soon as AC89 indicatedthat the AC87 generatedlaminatesare acceptablefrom
an aeroelastictwistpoint of view, the optimumcandidatein terms of twist
attained and cover weight is selected. In the HiMAT project, satisfactory
aeroelastictwistbehavior was a more importantdesign parameterthan weight
and was used as the selectioncriterion. However, in all cases the difference
in weight betweenthe ply orientationchangeswas less than 5 percent and con-
sideredinsignificantat this preliminarydesign stage.
The selectedaeroelasticallytailoredlaminate is then modified to reflect
the inboardroot splice. This involvesthe replacementof the graphite-epoxy
plies with boron-epoxyplies, so that a joint of adequate strengthcan be
obtained. The resultinglayup is processedthroughthe material transformation
program,AC84. A deck of data cards reflectingthe AC87 and AC89 design layup
was then generatedfrom AC84. It describesthe tailored laminatein terms of
finiteelementpropertycards (PTRMEMand PQDMI_)and Hooke'smatrix definition
•cards (MAT2),which are compatiblewith the wing and canard NASTRAN finite
elementmodel. Modificationsto the resultingidealizationto reflectlocal
]aminatebuild-upsare then performedmanually.
I A detailedevaluationof the tailoreddesign is accomplishedwith NASTRAN,
as shown in figure 4. Resulting12g stressesand 8g twists are comparedto the
strengthand twist requirements. Minor modificationsare made if inadequacies
are evident. The changesare accomplishedmanually or with AC84. Once an
acceptabledesign is determined,s ructuralinfluence oefficientsfor the
l ntire aircraftare calculatedwith NASTRAN and transmittedto the Aerodynamics,
Flutter,and External Loads functionalgroups for evaluation. After their anal-
ysis and the resultingloads and structuralsizing changes,the tailoringcycle
is repeateduntil the twist and s rengthrequirementsare me .\
i0
Once the detailedevaluationof the HiMAT structureindicatesan acceptable
design, layoutsof the canard and wing structureare drawn. Since the laminate
layupsdrawn may not correspondexactlyto the desiredones, due to manufactur-
ing or design considerations,a final analysisof the as-drawnwing mld canard
design is performedto insure structuralintegrityand twist requirementsusing
the finite elementmodel.
- This procedure is used in tailoringboth the HiMAT wing and canard lifting
surfaces.
AeroelasticTailoringComputerPrograms
As shown in figure i, the basic analyticaltool used to aeroelastically
tailor the HiMAT RPRVwing and canards is the NASTRANFinite ElementAnalysis
Program. The NASTRANprogram is used in order to account for the iterationsof
the substructureand the tailored surfaces,the effectsof the entireaircraft
loadingon tailoringthe surfaces,and the effectsof the adjacent structureon
the tailoredsurfaces. However,to solelyrely on NASTRAN for design purposes
would requirenumerous iterations. The prohibitivecosts and turn-aroundtime
associatedwith such an approachemphasizedthe need for preliminarylevel
designprograms. Since the TS-OAeroelastic TailoringProgram (Reference2)
was not operationalat Rockwell/LAD,alternatemethodologyhad to be developed.
Consequently,Rockwelldevelopedtailoringprogramswere used in the preliminary
sizing of the wing and canard surfacesas input to the finite elementmodel. A
short descriptionof each tailoringprogramused in the HiMAT program is pre-
sented below.
AC87 aeroelastictailoring (strength/twist)program. - The AC87 aeroelastic
tailoringcomputerprogram is a modifiedversion of a Rockwelldevelopedstudy
program,AC87Q. The intent of both programs is to provide initialcover sizings
for the NASTRANfinite elementmodel of the HiMAT wing and canards. The pro-
grams and their featuresare as follows.
The AC87Q and AC87 mathematicalmodel is applicableto a wing or a canard,
and consistsof a series of full depth honeycombbeams having anisotropiccovers
(figure5). The cover laminatesconsistof plies oriented in three directions,
O O O(@ I/@ _/@ 7). The layups are assumedto be symmetric,but need not be
bal_nce_. _his means that the number of @o laminaeon both sides of the lami-
• • 0 0 0 • •
nate midplane are identical,but that the n_mber of 0 1' 0 2' or 0 _ plles in
the laminatedo not have to be equal. There is no cho_dwis_variationof the
cover laminates. All skin plies are consideredto be constantacross a cross-
sectionof the structuralbox. Plies are droppedoff perpendicularto the wing
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or canard box centerline. ]_is eases manufactureof a tailoredsurfaceby
minimizing|ayup complexityand curing problemsof the covers,as well as
making their analysisand designmore tractable.
The AC87Q liftingsurfaceidealizationoriginallyincluded front and rear
spar webs (figure6). Their ply orientations,however,were limitedto the
same directionsas those used in the cover laminates. Since the skin covers
had unconventionalorientation,this limitationon the spar designswas deemed
unacceptablefor HiMAT application. Therefore,in the modifiedAC87 program,
the idealizationmodel excluded the front and rear spar webs and their effects.
Consequently,the AC87 model consistedof only identicalanisotropiccovers,
fully supportedby a honeycombcore, as shown in figure 7.
In tailoringthesurfaces, both the AC87 and AC87Q models were subjected
to two sets of design loads. One correspondedto the 12g strengthcriticalcon-
dition,while the other representedthe 8g aeroelastictailoringdesign condi-
tion. Both conditionsare net summarizationsof the aerodynamicloads and the
inertiaeffects. They are expressedin terms of vertical shear, bending,and
torsionalmoment distributionsalong the wing box center line.
In the AC87Q program the liftingsurfacebox covers carry bendingand tor-
sional loads while the spars resist the vertical shear as well as the torsional
moment (figure6). The shear load is disregardedin AC87, since the spars are
not included in the structuralmodel (figure7). The core, in both cases,
serves only to stabilizethe box covers and to prevent the box cross section
from deforming.
Since the box cross sectionsare assumedto remain plane under the applied
loads, the structuraldeflectionscan be calculateddirectly from the cover mem-
brane deformations. The aeroelastictwist requirementscan then be redefined
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in terms of requiredcover laminatestrains. If the laminate strengthanalysis.is also based on a _laminatestrain failureappr6a_h,-the-aer0elastictailoring
problembecomes a matter of designinga laminateto satisfy,the two sets of
given loads and correspondingstrains. In equationform, this would involve
solvingthe equation:
N(_) = AE(_) _= 1,2
¢b €_% '
where
{ }(t_), t_ = 1,2 (load vector)N --N, N,Ny
{ y}(_) _ = 1,2 (strainvector)E(_) = Cxx,Cyy, Tx ,¢b
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and
A12 A16]
A(_) =[_i; A22 A261 (laminateextensionalstiffnessmatrix)
[AI6 A26 A66J
3
A!g-)= Z Q_) tkij k=l
where Q(k) is the lamina stiffnessmatrix of the kth orientation. Selectionof
a laminatethat satisfiesthis equationcannot be accomplisheddirectlybecause
the lamina stiffnesses,Q!k), are not linear functionsof the ply orientation,
Qk" Thus, an indirectsolutionscheme is required.
The originalAC87Q programapproachconsistedof consideringevery combina-
tion of cover laminatelayups, (@o /@o2/@o3), where Ok values ranged from -90°• 1 .
to 90° in I0° increments. Each conflguratlonwas then strengthsized for ply
thickness,tk, at an arbitrarynumber of strainratios, e = CI_ and
. . I XX. .
Y = C_e . The resultlngbox deslgn that gave the bestY_eroelastlctwlst
.XV .. Z XX
dl_trlbutlon was considered the tailored design. Trial evaluation of this
procedure indicated that it was too c@nbersome to be used effectively and also
that it did not provide a high degree of confidence in the optimality of the
wing cover laminate design due to the arbitrary formation of the strain ratios
used.
The AC87 prosram was subsequentlydevelopedto circumventthese difficul-
ties and is thus more applicableto the design,of actual liftingsurfacestruc-
tures. In addition,other featureswere added to the program. These changes
were incorporatedintoAC87 and used, since no tailoringprogram existed in
industryat that time that includedthese advances.
For example,to insurethat realisticlaminatelayupswould be designed,
minimum laminategage and ply percentagelimitsare includedas additional
design constraints. Rather than examineevery combinationof cover laminate
orientation,(0°1/0°2/@°3),only user-specifiedsets of ply directionswould
be entered into AC87. For each set of laminateorientations,only specific
strain ratioswhich satisfythe aeroelastictwist requirementswould be utilized
in sizingthe laminatethicknesses,tk. These strainratio derivationsare
shown in appendixA. The resultinglaminateis then checked in AC87 against
the strengthand dimensionalconstraintsand revised if a criterionis not
satisfied. One minor limitationin the AC87 design procedureis the number of
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cover laminate configurations (0°1/0°2/0°3) that can be examined per computer
mn. This is not serious, since engineering judgment can be used to eliminate
many unlikely candidate layups, allowing emphasis to be placed on a minor number
of potential cover laminate configurations.
AC89 aeroelastic stiffness program. - As was typical with industry programs
at the time, the inability of AC87 to account for spars or spar caps limits the
accuracyof its predictedaeroelasticwing or canard twists. Consequently,an
existingadvancedcompositebeam analysisprogram,AC89, was used to verify the
AC87 twist calculationsprior to any NASTRANanalyses. The mathematicalsimu-
lation of the liftingsurfacebox of AC89 is similarto that of AC87 except that
the front and rear spars are considered. In the AC89 model, the spars must have
conventional(0°/±45°/90°)slayups,but do not have to be of the samematerial
as the covers. Their sizing is determinedby the Stress Group. There is no
strengthcheck or resizingcapabilityin AC89. However, for specifiedcover
laminates,it can generatea set of preliminarystructuralinfluencecoeffi-
cients as well as the beam stiffnessmatrices,K, which are used for prelim-
inary flutteranalysis,as shown on figure I. This was one of its primaryuses.
Internally,the programworks with the followingequation.
For a particularwing box segment,K satisfiesthe equation
or
M = /K21 K22 K23/ 0x
T %
where V, bl, and T are the normal shear, bending, and torsional moments at the
outboardend of the beam segmentand where w, _x' and _y are the correspondingdeflect:ionsat that point.
Merging the AC87 and AC89 programcapabilitieswas considered,but their
program structureswere too dissimilarto permit this to be readilyaccom-
plished. Consequently,they were run separatelyand sequentiallyto provide
the ply layup for the finite elementmodel.
AC84 material transformationprogram. - The prior three programs (AC87,
AC87Q, and AC89) definedaeroelastictailoringlayups. The AC84 program
convertsthat informationto NASTRAN input.
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The NASTI_Nmodel of the HiMAT RPRVuses membrane type finite elements
(TRM1Nand QD4D4)to simulate the canard and outboard wing skins. The ele-
ment property data for this type of element consists of the membrane (lami-
nate) thickness and the Hooke's matrix of the constituent material. As can
be seen in appendices B and C, the Hooke's matrix formation for anisotropic
advanced composite laminates is complex. Manual generation of these matrices
would be tedious if an accurate NASTRANsimulation of the AC87 tailored
laminate were desired. An interface computer program, AC84, was therefore
developed to eliminate this time consuming operation.
" AC84 maps the AC87 definedlaminateply distributionsonto the NASTRAN
simulationsof the canard and wing covers. Directuse is made of the existing
NASTRAN finite elementmodel's elementconnectivityand grid coordinatedata.
The program then calculateseach element'saverage thicknessand its associated
llooke'smaterialmatrix and providesthe requiredNASTRAN input data cards
(IYI'RMI_,PQDMF_,and MAT2 cards). Once this is accomplished,revisionof the
data set can be readilyrevisedby time-sharingediting. Thus, changes to the
NASTRANmodel (to simulatedifferentcover configurations)required little
additionaleffort. Experiencehas shown that, with AC84, the interfacing
betweenpreliminarytailoring•and NASTRANFinite ElementAnalysiswas reduced
to about one hour of real time.
Finite ElementModel and Analysis
A finite elementmodel was constructedof the entire HiMAT aircraft.
This model was used to verify analyticallythe aeroelastictailoringof the
outboardwing box and the canardbox. It was also used to generateinternal
loads to verify the structural integritz_0f_th e lifting surfaces. Ais_7 the -
model was used to provide structuralinfluencecoefficients(SIC's)for exter-
nal load, aerodynamics,and flutteranalysisof the wing and canard. The
componentsof the aircraftmodeled are shown in figure 2.
The finite elementmodel of the HiMAT aircraftwas constructedusing
NASTRAN (Reference3). NASTRANuses a finite elementstructuralmodel in which
the distributedphysicalpropertiesof the structureare representedby a
finitenumber of structuralelements interconnectedat grid points to which
loads are appliedand displacementsare calculated. The grid definitionforms
the basic frameworkfor the structuralmodel. All the other parts of the
structuralmodel are referencedeither directlyor indirectlyto the grid
points. Figure 8 is a three-quarterview of the aircraftmodeled.
The HiMAT aircraftfinite elementidealizationconsistsof the following
NASTRANelements: CBAR, CONROD,CQDMEM,CQUADI,CQUAD2,CSHEAR,CTRIAI,CTRIA2,
and CTI_VtEM.In the actual HiMAT aircraft the real structureconsistsof end
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load-carryingelements,beam elements,and panels. Some panels are shear only,
and others are shear plus biaxial in-planeloading. Also, some panels carry
bendingas well as in-planeshear and in-planebiaxial loading.
The structurewas idealizedusing the above describedfinite elementsas
a s_mletrichalf-shellmodel along the center line of the aircraft. For
s_m_etricload conditionsthe center line boundarieswere symmetric. For the
antis_etric load conditions,a secondmodel was generated,but with anti-
s_u_letricenter line boundaries. With the two models, all symmetricand anti-
symunetricdesign load conditionswere checked for balance by use of a loads
summationprogram. This was done in order to avoid using a conditionthat
was unbalanced or incorrectas input to NASTRAN.
The outboardwing box of the HiMAT aircraft is full-depthaluminumhoney-
comb with graphite-epoxyupper and lower skins and graphite-epoxyfront and
rear spars. The idealizationconsistedof use of the CQDMEblpanels to model
the upper and lower skins, shear panels to model the full-depthhoneycomb
shear stiffness,and CONRODSto model the core axial stiffness. The front
and rear spars were modeled as shear panels for the spar webs and CONRODSto
representthe spar caps. The same type of idealizationwas used to model the
canard box.
The fuselagewas idealizedby using CQDMEMpanels and CTRMEMpanels to
model tileskins. Frames at station438.15 cm O72_5 inches),figtYre2, and
forwardwere modeled as two capframes, i.e. two caps with a shear web between
them, joinedwith inside skin, inlet duct, and other surroundingstructure.
The aft module frames from station438.15 cm (172.5 inches)and aft were
modeled as CBAR elementswith the neutralaxis at the proper offset distance.
The inboardwing of the HiMAT aircraftwas idealizedusing CQUADI and
CI'RIAIsandwichpanel elementsfor the upper and lower skins. The spars and
rihs were idealizedusing CSHEAR elements. Spar caps were idealizedusing
CONROD elements. At this point, it should be pointedout that one of the
problemsthat occurswith the usage of NASTRAN is the possibilityof singu-
larity. Elementssuch as the CQUADI,CTRIAI,CQUAD2,CTRIA2 are five degree
of freedomelements,and if used alone requirethe sixth degree of freedomto
he suppressed. If this is not done, the solutionwill be singularand the
problemwill not run; therefore,no solution. If a surface is perfectlyflat,
the requiredsuppression,which is also considereda reaction if attachedto
active sectionproperties,will produceno reaction,resultingin proper usage
oF the element. If the surface is not flat, then the suppressionsbecome
tmdesiredreactionsthat are not proper,and will cause undesirableand
incorrectinternalloads. The way to avoid this is to use bar elementson all
four sides of each CQUADI and CQUAD2 element. This permitsuse of the element,
and the resultwill be correct internalloads with the proper reaction system.
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In the developmentof the sizing for the IIiMAToutboardwing and canard,
design iterationswere conductedof pertinentcomponentsof the entire aircraft
in order to improvethe controlledtwist. The investigationsconductedwere
to determinehow the various parts of the aircraftstructurecontributedto
the bending and twistingof the wing and canard. The items investigated
included:
• Effect of the structuralbox skins
• Aileron supportsystem
• Slotting of the leading edges
• Leadingedge skin thickness
• Effect of spar stiffness
• Effect of wing tip fin
• Effect of externalloads
• Varying the root stiffnessat the side of the fuselageXF = 38,10 cm
(15 inches)
• Addition of tip mass to the wing and canard
• Evaluating the vertical tail effect
Table II depicts their effecton twist. It shouldbe emphasizedthat tailoring
is a functionof load, geometry,design, and sizing. Consequently,the results
shown apply only to the unique HiMAT design and would vary to some extent with
anotherdesign. The sensitivitystudieswere conductedusing the loads
specifiedin figure i.
As shown in table If, the box skins have the greatesteffect on twist,
Many configurationsof thicknessesand ply layupswere studied. The results
of those studiesare presentedin the sectionentitled "FinalDesign and Twist
Prediction"and since they are extensivethey will not be repeatedhere.
The model of the outboardwing was run with the controlsurfacesremoved.
This was done in order to ascertainthe effectsOf the control surfaceson the
wing twist. The aileronis supportedon three hinges, and becauseof the
flutterrequirements,is extremelystiff in both the spanwiseand chordwise
directions. The removalof the aileronpermittedan increasein wing box
twist of 0.80 degree. Therefore_the aileronhinges weredesigned to ensure
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no binding,and it is recon_nendedin futuredesigns that only two-pointhinge
systemsor split control surfacesbe used. The effect of the elevon on the
twist was.insignificant.
If a continuousleading-edgesegmentis used, the resultingloss of box
twist is I).6degree. Consequently,in order to compensatefor this degradation
in box twist,the leadingedges on both the canard and the wing were slotted.
Also, heavierthan required leading-edgeskin gages inhibitbendingand reduce
box twist considerably. The wing box leadingedge skins were actuallymanu-
facturedthickerthan the requiredstructuralsizing. Bendingcontributes
significantlyto meeting the twist requirements;consequently,anythingthat
impedesbending, lowers the attainabletwist. The resultingloss in twist
due to this increasein gage was 0.5 degree,but was compensatedfor by
improvementsin box skin and spar layups.
Spar studieswith NASTRAN indicatedthat an increaseof 0.3 to 0.4
degree was obtainedby minimizingspar thicknessand correctply orientation.
The effectof the winglet is basicallyto increasethe wing shear,bending,
and torsionloads. Increasingthese loads increasesthe wing twist approxi-
mately 1).3degree.
Additionalstudiesof the canard and wing twist were made by considering
the effect of changingaltitudes,and consequentlythe loads the aircraft
would experience Not only was the twist decreasedwith lower altitudes,but
the shape of the twist curve changedradically. The maximum decrease in twist
experiencedwas 0.25 to 1.0 degree;dependingon span location.
The planformof a wing is important,since the more sweepback the higher
the structuralaspect ratio becomes. Consequently,the naturaltendencyis
for the tip deflectionand twist to increasewith larger sweep angles. However,
once the configurationhas been set, planform is no longer a factor in sensitiv-
ity studies. Although the HiMAT planformwas fixed, the root stiffnessstudies
revealedthat the design of the inboardwing had a significanteffecton the
twist and bending. This effect was investigatedalong with the vertical tail
load,the joint at XF = 102.36cm (40.3 inches),and tip masses. Since the
verticaltail load acts downward,the twist was decreased. In order to com-
pensatefor this, the root joint, the inboardwing, and the skinand rib gages
at joint 102.36 cm (40.3 inches)were minimizedto increasetwist. An addi-
tional study was made by fixing the outboardwing at XF = 102.36cm (40.3inches)
and attachinga wing tip mass of 111.21N (25 pounds)at XF = 227.58cm J
(89.6 inches). At 8g, the twist due to this mass was 0.93 degreewith respect
to the supportsystem at XF =102.36 cm (40.3 inches) However,with the
entireaircraft and 8g load, the effectsof the vertical tail down load,
inboardwing, fuselageflexibility,and tip mass, only a wing twist increase
of 0.15 degree was produced. Since the tip mass did not add significanttwist
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to the wing and contraryto earlieranalysis,did not influencethe flutter
characteristicsof the aircraft it was removed. A similareffectwas experi-
enced for the canard.
Concurrentwith the above efforts,a detailedflutteranalysiswas made
of the HiMAT aircraftand its major structuralcomponents. Partialfinite
elementmodels were made of the wing and canardboxes to study fluttereffects.
•Similarly,detailedmodels were made of the aileron,elevon,elevator,and
canard flap. Includedin the controlsurfacemodels were the actuator systems
and backup structures.
From these studies,the design of the aircraftwas changed,incorporating
the effectsof the above studiesuntil the desiredtwist of both the canard
and wing were met.
Final Design and Twist Predictions
•The HiMAT outboardwing and canardwere designedusing the aeroelastic
tailoringprocess and tools describedin the methodologysections. In addition,
the design iterationstudiesof the finiteelementmodel and their interactions
on the design were discussed. In this section,the actualdesign of the out-
board wing and canard structuralbox configurationsthat were manufacturedare
explained. Resultsfor the progressivesteps in the designprocessare shown
in order to demonstratehow the final design was determined. In addition,the
selectedoutboardwing and canard configurationsare defined,along with their
predictedstructuraltwist and deflectionbehavior.
HiMAT wing aeroelastictailoring.- A planviewof the HiMAT outboardwing
structurethat was aeroelasticallytailoredis shown in figure 9. It also
shows the ply orientations,thickness,and number of plies along the wing
span. The cross-sectionQ_the outboardwing geometryused in the preliminary
tailoringphase, AC87 and AC89, is given in figure i0. The nomenclatureshown
coincideswith that used in figure 5 The front and rear spar heights are
used only in AC89 to get a more realisticwing structuralstiffnessdefinition.
The HiMAT outboardwing was configuredto two flight conditions: an 8g
maneuver conditionand 12g strengthcondition. The wing was to be designed
to displaysustainedmaneuveringcapabilityat the 8g point and was to be
structurallyadequatefor 12g's. The loads for the 8g tailoringconditionhave
an associatedrequiredwing twist shape. By subtractingthe twist due to
structuraldeformationand anticipatedtwist incrementdue to leadingand trail-
ing edge devices,the jig shape is obtained.
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The resultingoutboardwing structuraldeformationsrequired at the tailoring
point are shown in figure ii and result in a tip twist of approximately5.5°.
This shape was definedby the AerodynamicsGroup. The loads for the 12g
strengthsizing conditionare based on the HiMAT outboardwing's stiffness
characteristics.
The next air and inertialoads correspondingto the two design conditions
were provided by the ExternalLoads Group. These were in terms of grid loads
for NASTRANFinite ElementAnalysesand as shear,bendingand torsionalmoment
distributionsalong the wing box center line. Wingleteffectsare included.
The two loadingcases used as input data for the preliminarytailoringcomputer
programs,AC87 and AC89, are shown in figures12 and 13.
The primarymeans o£ aeroelasticailytailoringthe outboardwing was by
selectionof the cover laminateply orientations,and their corresponding
number. The box honeycombcore was selectedto prevent core crushingas well
as to preventwarping of the wing box cross-sections. Initialtrialsat design
indicatedthat a very flexiblestructurewas necessaryat the outboardwing
to meet the twist requirements. To minimize the contributionof the leading
edge to total wing stiffness,the leadingedges were slottedand made from
fiber glass material. Nearly all of the wing stiffnessis due to the struc-
tural box covers. Therefore,the tailoringeffortwas concentratedon the
judiciousdesign of cover laminates.
The aeroelastictailoringcycle was initiatedby using the AC87 computer
program to generate cover designs that met strengthand twist requirements
for selectedlaminateply orientations. The procedurein which the sets of
orientationswere chosenwas to start with a conventionalorientationof
(0°/45°/-45°) and vary the first orientation,@i. Thus AC87 designs for
cover laminateorientations(-30°/45°/-45°),(-20°/45°/-45°) (0°/45°/
-45 °) (30o/45°/-45°) were obtained. The resulting8g twists calculated
by AC87 for this family of orientations(@01/45°/-45°) are shown in figure 14.
The wing cover laminateswith negative @I displayedpoor twist behaviorand
are thereforeomittedfrom this figure.
As shown in figure 14, the AC87 designedcovers having (20°/45°/-45°)
and (30°#45°/-45°) orientationsappearpromising. To improvethe twist, the
same procedurewas repeatedfor the (@°1/50°/-50°),(@°1/55°/-55°)and
(@oi/60°/-60°)familiesof cover ply orientations,where @i ranged from 0° to
30°. Laminateswith negative @I were disregarded,since the resultsfrom the
(@°1/45o/-45o)family indicatedno improvementin wing structuralbehavior.
The 8g structuraltwists for the (@°1/50°/-50°)covers designedby AC87 are
given in figure 15. Since the predictedtwist curvesmatched the desired
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aeroelasticcurve so closely,the (20°/50°/-50°) and (30°/50°/-50°) laminates
were se]ectedfor furtherinvestigation. The cover laminateconfigurations
(@o /55o/_55o) and (0°1/60°/-60°) sized by AC87 displayedsome potential
deslgnsthat satislied strength/tw]st requirements,but were of prohibitive
thicknessand thereforeeliminated.
Consequently,four candidateply layupsthat matched the 8g maneuver /
- conditiontwist were selectedfrom Figure 14 and 15 and verifiedwith the
AC89 program. The candidateconfigurationsselectedwere the (20°/45°/-45°),
(30°/45o/-45o),(20°/50o/-50°) and (30°/50°/-50°) layups. AC89 twist results
using these layupsare shown in figure 16. As shown in the figure,the
(30°/50°/-50°) design is the best choice for furtherrefinementto meet twist.
'D1islaminatedefinitionwas thereforeincorporatedinto the HiMAT outboard
wing NASTRANfinite elementmodel.
A detailed analysisof the tailoredstructurewas performedwith NASTP_N.
This was done in order to check for strengthunder the interactionloadingof
the leadingand trailing edge surfaces,winglet, and root interfacestructure.
The 8g streamlinetwist distributions,calculatedfrom the finite element
analysesusing the AC87 designedwing cover of (30°/50°/-50°),are shown in
figure17. Other than at the front spar/rearspar inboardsection,the leading
and trailingedge (LE/TE)aerodynamictwist and the front spar and rear spar
(FS/RS)twist distributionsexhibitgood correlation. The lattertwists
show a good form fit to the requiredtwist shape. The offset is primarilydue
to the extremestiffnessof the inboardwing. The effectsof the chor&¢ise
bendingof the leadingedges and controlsurfacesdo not appear to be important
since both the FS/RS and the LE/TE curvesmatch closely.
The AC87 designed (30o/50°/-50°) cover laminatesexhibitedpronounced
inbalanceof the 50° and -50° ply numbers. A more conventionallayup having
equal numbers of 50° and -50° plies is more desirable,since the possibility
of laminatewarpage duringmanufacturewould be reduced. The AC87
(3(I°/50°/-50°) laminatewas thereforerevisedto balancethe 50°, -50° ply
numbers. The NASTRAN resultsfor this configurationare sho_cnin figure 18.
A comparisonof figures17 and 18 shows that there is a small reductionin the
twist behaviorof the outboardwing when using the balancedply layup. Examina-
tion of the NASTRAN cover elementstress resultsat the 12g strengthcondition
revealedadequatestructuralintegrity,and thereforethe balanceddesign
was adopted. Later increasesin load indicateda panel with a negativemargin
of saSety in the matrix at ultimate load. The panel was assessedagainst
•' the impactof toolingchanges,mole line constraints,and schedule. It was
deemed an acceptablerisk, and the balanceddesignmaintained.
b
As shown in figure 18, the differencebetweenthe desiredaerodynamic
twist and predictedtwist is approximately0,5 degree. This is satisfactory
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froman aerod_lamicstandpoint,but in order to compensatefor uncertainties
inmanufacturingthat would possibly increasethis difference,the @°I ply
was rotatedfrom 30° to 35°, foregoinganotherpreliminarytailoringiteration.
This presupposedthat there would be little change in the strengthproperties
of the resulting35° laminate. Small coupon testingof this laminateat a
later date confirmedthat assumption. Also, subsequentNASTRAN analysescon_
firmedthat the 35° configurationhad the requiredstrengthcapability,again
w_th one panel indicatinga negativemargin of safety in the matrix at ulti.
mate load. A few other cover NASTRAN finiteelementswere marginal strength-
wise due to load distribution. The twist distributionfor this new cover
design (35°/50°/-50°) at the 8g twist conditionas determinedfrom NASTRAN
anaiyses is shown in figure°19. As shown in figure 19, a closer correlation
inmagnitudeand form are obtainedwith this ply layup. Structuralinfluence
coefficientsfor the entire aircraftutilizingthis wing designwere then
calculatedwith NASTRAN and submittedto the Aerodynamics,ExternalLoads and
Fluttergroups for their verification. Their analysis indicatedan adequate
design.
Drm¢ings of this cover laminatedesignwere then initiated. However,
during this time period, the 8g tailoringconditionwas changedfrom an alti-
tude of 9144 H (30,000feet) to 7620 M (25,000feet). Rather than redesign
the wing to the new conditions,the existingstructurewas re-analyzedfor the
revised 8g tailoringconditionat the lower altitudeusing the NASTRANfinite
elementmodel. The resultingtwist distributionsare shown in figure20.
Although the FS/RS twist was reducedto 5.25°, the existingoutboardwing
design was still consideredsatisfactory. Consequently,no retailoringof the
wing structurewas pursued, and the +35°/±50° designwas selectedfor
manufacture.
Final wing twist prediction. - As the manufactureof the structuralbox,
leadingedge, trailingedge controlsurfaces,interfacejoint, inboardwing,
and mid-fuselageframesand skins progressed,changeswere made to the as-
designed conditionin order to facilitatepackaging,control systems,and manu-
facturing. All of these changeswere incorporatedinto the finiteelement
model.
As an example,figure 21 shows the desiredand actual cover thickness
distributionfor the outboardwing. It can be seen from the figure that they
match quite well, except at the tip. This thicknesseffect tends to flatten
the twist. The desired and actual number of cover plies are shown in figures 22
and 23 for each orientation,35°/+_50°. Again, the number of plies match well
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except at the inboardand outboardwingoStations. In the inboardportion,
at approximately50 percent span, 0°/90 B/Ep had to be interleavedto meet
the requiredjoint thicknessand strength,again, reducingthe wing twist. At
the outboard wing station, approximately 95 percent span, fiber glass was inter-
leaved to meet thickness requirements and strength.
As a resultof thesechanges, the finiteelementmodelwas run again
using the tailoring 8g and strength 12g loading conditions, These cases were
run both to verify strength and predict the final wing twist. Figure 24 plots
the deflection of the front and rear spar and figure 25 depicts the associated
twist. As can be seen from figure 25, there is a noticeable drop in twist
from the as-designed aircraft (figure 20) to th_ actual manufacturedaircraft.
The twist decreases from 5.25 ° to 4.95 °. The shape of the curve remains about
tile same.
A similarresult is shown for the leading-trailingedge deflection
(figure26) and the twist (figure27). The twist for the leading-trailing
edge (figure20) drops from 5.56° to 4.95°, as shown in figure 27.
Figures25 and 27 representthe final predictedtwist for the FS/RS and
LE/TE surfacesfor the outboardwing under the 8g flight loads.
ttiMATcanard aeroelastic tailoring. - Aeroelastic tailoring of the H_NT
canard was performed in a manner similar to the outboard wing tailoring pro-
cedure. A plan view of the canard structure that was designed is sho_m in
figure 28. Again, ply orientations, thicknesses and number of plies, and
local ply increases for hinge fittings are shown in the figure. The cross-
section definition of the canard box structure is given in figure 29 It
presents the height and width of the box as a function of span percentage.
The structural configuration employed is similar to that of the outboard wing,
a full depth honeycomb torque box having identical upper and lower anisotropic
advanced composite covers and conventional graphite epoxy front and rear spars.
As in the wing tailoring, the main means of aeroelastic tailoring the canard
was in the design of the cover laminates.
The H_T canard was sized to display required aeroelastic behavior at
the II_T 8g maneuver condition and be strength satisfactory for a load factor
" of 12g's. The latterloadconditionis identicalto thatused forthe out-
boardwings. The corresponding 12g shear, momentand torque distributionsfor
the canard are shown in figure 30. The canard was designed later than wing;
consequently,the 8g maneuverconditionhas alreadybeenchangedfrom9144M
(30,000feet)to 7620M (25,000feet). Designof the canardsutilizedthe
newloadconditionratherthantheprior8g maneuverloads. The associated8g
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aeroelastictailoringloads are shown in figure 31. The requiredstructural
twist for the canard at the revisedmaneuverconditionis given in figure 32.
A tot_l structuraltwist of 3.9 degreeswas desired.
The preliminarydesign of the canard coverswas performedby use of the
AC87 computerprogram. Again, the design startedwith pl_ layupsusing the(0°/45°/-45°) configuration. Results for the (O°/45°/-45) familyof laminate
orientationsare shown in figures33. The _15°/45°/-45°) design shows the
,_st desirablestructuralbehavior in terms of matching the required 8g
structuraltwist requirements. Evaluationof its deflectedshape using AC89
showedthat the structurewas less stiff than indicatedby AC87. A weight
comparisonwas made of the candidateply layups,and the resultsare plotted
on figure 34. As shown in the figure,the layupsusing Oo equal to negative
w_lues incur a weight penaltyover those layupswith a O° equal to positive
values. Also, the twist is not as good. In order to get the twist closer to
the desired shape,the O° = 15° plies were modified,resultingin a small
increasein weight (figure34). However, the twist curve was matched closer,
as shown in figure35 The matched twist was improvedby addingmore 15°
plies.
The modified (15o/45°/-45°) layup was provided tothe NASTRAN finite
elementmodel and run under the 8g tailoringload. The resultsfor the twists
of front-sparto rear-sparand leading-edgeto trailing-edgeare plotted in
figure36. As shown in figure 36, the LE/TE and FS/RS twists are identical
outboardof the 66 percent stationof the structuralbox. Inboard,the LE/TE
match the twist closer,due to the slottingof the leadingedge. Figure 37
shows a plot comparisonof the AC89 outputversus NASTRAN. The AC89 and
NASTRAN tracked closely both in magnitude and shape for the FS/RS twist, as
shown in the figure,verifyingtool correlation.
Final canard twist prediction. - During the drawing layoutand actual
manufactureof the canard, changeswere made for either design or manufacturing
considerations. Figure 38 depicts the desiredaeroelastictailoringcover
ply thicknessversus the as-builtthickness. The inboardthicknesseswere
larger than desired, and althoughthey did not affect the shape of the twist
curve to any prohibitivedegree,they did reduce the magnitudeof twist.
Figures39 and 40 present the desiredand actual number of plies used on the
aircraft,respectively.
Again, once these changeswere incorporated,the finite elementmodel
was run using the strengthand tailoringloads. Figure 41 depictsthe deflec-
tions for the front and rear spars,and figure 42 predicts the final twist.
As can be seen from the figure,the magnitudeof the twist decreasesfrom
4.5° to 4.05°. This closelyapproximatesthe desired twist of 3.9°.
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A similarchange occurredon the leading-trailingedge surfaces.
Figure 43 depictsthe canard LE/TE deflectionsp Figure 44 depicts the final
leadingedge to trailingedge twist of 4.0° versus the desired twist of 3.94°.
TEST PROGRAMAND RESULTS
In order to verify the analyticaltools used for aeroelasticallytailoring
• liftingsurfaces,one of the NASA/RockwellHiMAT aircraftwas subjectedto
an ii0 percent 8g test load. The testwas conductedto verify structural
integrityof the aircraftand to verify how well the aeroelastictailoringwas
accomplished. This sectionpresentsthose results. Only test data to i00 per-
cent of the 8g loadingwere used in the data reduction.
Test Configuration
Figure 45 shows the HiMAT aircraft in the test setup. It is a view look-
ing directlyat theaircraft. The test configurationconsistsof the all-up
RPRV aircraft,A/V-2, as specifiedbelow:
- Completeairframewith maneuver leadingedges on the wing and canard.
- The landinggear was on, but the nose gear skid and oleo structurewere
removedso that the loadingmechanismto apply a 907.2 kg (2000pound)
vertical reaction load at the nose gear could be attained. A dm_my
oleo was installedin lieu of the aircraftoleo.
- The access panelswere installed,includingthe hydraulicaccess panel.
The hydraulicsystemwas operationalso that the rudder,aileron,ele-
von, elevator,and canard flap surfacescould be locked in the trail
position.
Tnere was no nose or aft nmdule ballast.
- No fuel was on board.
- Neitherthe engine nor the pallet was installed. A dummy engine beam
was installedto apply reactionsat the enginemounts.
- The aft module was installed for the test.
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Test I,oads and Procedures
Inconducting the 8g structural deflection test, the vehicle reaction
points were the air vehicle captive flight hooks. The unbalanced roll compo-
,ent _s reacted through the engine mounts. Any other small roll component
was reacted through the nose gear axial lug. The canard and outboard wing,
(including leading and trailing edge surfaces) the rudder, and the wing tip fin
were dead-weighted (zeroed) out. Neither the fuselage nor inboard wing was
dead-weighted out.
A distributed 8g structured load was applied to each canard, outboard
wing, tip fin, and vertical stabilizer surface by the use of suction pads on
the upper surface of the component as shown in figure 45. Also, distributed 8g
loads were applied to the leading and trailing edge surfaces of the wing and
canard. Ti_e loads were applied at room temperature. A 907.2 kg (2000 pound)
inertia load was applied to the axle of the nose gear lug. Also, 8g engine
inertia loads of 2814.13 kg (6204 pounds) were applied to the three engine
mo_t supports. No loads were applied to the fuselage, inboard wing, or rudder
boom. No negative loads were applied. During loading no supportingor loading
structure influenced the test results in any manner.
The distributed loads used for the test were the 8g flight loads. These
loads were reduced to pad loads and applied to the aircraft. Figure 46 shows
the L)ad identification number used in loading the aircraft wing. Table III
presents the pad identificationnumber,pad location,and load magnitudeused
for the test. Figure 47 and table IV present the locationsof the pads on the
canard,their pad identificationnumber, and load magnitude. Figures48 and
49 present rudder and wing tip fin loads and pad locations used in the test.
in conductingtiletest, the followingprocedurewas used:
- Forty percentof the 8g load was appliedto the canard,wing and verti-
cals. Likewise,40 percent load was appliedto the nose gear and
engine.
- The loads were appliedconcurrently,incrementally,and symmetrically
about the fuselage. The loads were appliedin i0 percent increments.
- The test set-up was checked for proper loadingand functioningduring
this loadingphase.
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I- After this systemcheckout,the aircraftwas loaded to 80 percent of
the 8g load in 20 percent increments. From the 80 percent level, the
vehicle was loadedto i00 percentof the 8g limit load in 10 percent
:increments. The strain gage and deflection test data during this load-
ing phase were examined to verify that there were no anomalies.
- After that loading,the aircraftwas cycled three times, the gages
were zeroed-out,and the aircraftwas loaded concurrently,incremen-
tally, and sy_netricallyin 20 percent incrementsuntil 80 percent of
the test load was reached.
- When the 80 percent level was reached,the aircraftwas loaded in
i0 percent incrementsuntil ii0 percent of the 8g design limit load
was reached.
- The load was reducedin the same increments.
Uata were recorded for all gages, includingspares. The data were
recorded,incrementally,in both loadingdirections.Only data to the
190 percent levelwere used for reduction.
Load Correlation
In order to verify that the proper externalload was appliedto the test
aircraft,a series of computerruns were made prior to the test to insure that
tileapplied test load matched the distributedNASTRAN 8g flight load. This
was done as follows.
A pad layoutof the liftingsurfacewas constructed,as sho_m in figure 46,
for tim wing. Pad loads were calculatedthat representedthe applieddistrib-
uted 8g net flight load. These pad loads were then integratedalong the span
of the liftingsurface and comparedto the NASTRAN distributedair load.
Figure 50 shows the correlationbetween the finite elementmodel distribu-
tion and the pad test loads for the wing shear. Also, superimposedon fig-
. ure 50 is the shear load measuredduring the test. That value is approximately
1402.41kg (3224pounds). As can be seen from figure 50, the correlation
betweenappliedtest and flight loads is excellent.
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For the canard,the forcesused to load the structurewere appliednormal
to the canard surface,which is at a 20° dihedral. As shown in figure 51, the
correlationbetweenthe applied test pad shear loads and the.finite element
model distributionis good. However, the resultingshear and Cp are slightly
inboardof the desired loading. This resultedin a lower moment being applied
to tilecanard,and consequently,a lower twist resulted. Insteadof an in-
l'lightwist of approximately4.0°, as shown in figure 52, for the FS/RS, the
test loadspredicteda lower twist of 3.8°, as shown on figure 52; For the
canard LI!/'I'E,the test loads predicteda twist of 3.8° as shown in figure 53
• . 0 . ' '
versus a fllght trust of 4.0 , as shown on flgure 44.
DeflectionTransducers
Sixty-threedeflectiontransducerswere used to measure the deflectionof
the liftingsurfaces. The number of pointsmeasured on each surfaceare as
follows:
31 Left-handwing
24 Left-handcanard
6 Right-hand wing
2 Right-hand canard
Figures 54 and 55 depict the location of the gages on the wing and the canard.
Table V specifies the grid location of the gages. The locations of these
gages were used in calculating the canard and wing twist due to the test
Ioading.
Also shown in the table are the size, gage direction, and property number
of the gages. The size listed is the maximum extension of the gage. All
gages were installed and zeroed around their mid-point reading. The accuracy
ot" the gages is one percent. Therefore, as an example, for size 10, the gage
reading would have an accuracy of _+.05 inches. All gages read in a vertical
directionand the propertynumber is the Rockwell Internationalidentification
of the gage.
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Strain Gages
The strain gages used for the H£_T static test were divided into two
major categories;groundtest gages and flight test gages. The ground test
gage locationswere determinedby RocMvell Internationaland the flight test
gage locationswere specifiedby NASA.
Tim purpose of the ground test strain gages was to verify structural
load paths, to insurethat no co_i_onentwas structurallyoverloaded,and
to reduce recordedtest strainsto stressesand comparethem to the stresses
from the finite elementmodel. The groundtest gages were mounted exter-
nally on the liftingsurfacesand were removedafter the test. Figures56
mm 57 depict the locationof the ground strain gages. Table VI specifies
the locationand coordinatesof the strain gages.
The strain gages specifiedby NASA/DFRCare still operationaland are
to be used to record flight loads. Those on the external surfaceshave not
been removed. Figures 58 and 59 presentthe NASA/DFRCgages for the wing
and canard. Table VII presentsthe coordinatelocationsof those gages.
Test instrumentation.- A total of 107 ground type strain gages were
installedon the aircraftfor the 8g test. In addition,data from 42 prime and
42 spare strain gages installedfor the flightprogramwere recordedduring
the tests. These strain gages are distributedover the airframe as follows:
Ground Test Strain Gages
Fuselage 77
Wing 15
Canard i0
Vertical Stabilizer 2
Tip Fin 3
107
FlightTest Strain Gages
Wing 20
Canard 8
Tail Boom 8
Actuators 6
42
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Only the wing and canard gages were used in the data reduction. The other
gages were used in monitoring the test to insure that no component was over
loaded.
As listedbelow, 34 of the 107 ground installationsare three channel
45° rosettesand the remainderare single channel axial and shear strain
gages. The 42 flight installationsconsistof single channelload cells and
bending,shear and torsionstrain gage bridges.
GroundTest Strain Gages
Type AI-I Axial 42
Type SI-2 Shear 31
Type R3-1 Rosette 34
107
Flight Test Strain Gages
Type 30 Bending 16
Types 53, 54 and 56 Shear 19
Type 45 TorsionalShear 1
Type 72 Load Cell 6
42
The grounu test strain gage types are definedin reference4 and tae flight
gage types are defined in reference5.
Test data reduction. The standardLos Angeles Division computer
program for processingstructuraltest data (reference6) was used to
reduce the strain gage data. The only change made for the H_v_T program
was to expand the programto cover fully anisotropicmaterial. Previously,
the progr_nhad been limitedto orthotropicmaterial. The equationsused
by the computerprogramfor the strain to stress reductionare discussed
in the followingsections for each type of strain gage used.
F
Ground test strain gages. - The strain gage output for the AI-I type
gage is the axial strain,_x" The strain to stress equation is:
J
O = E E
X X x
3o
where E is Young'smodulus in the strain gage x-direction. Figure 60
• X
describesthe referenceaxis for the ground gages.
Tne strain gage output for SI-2 is the snear strain Xxy. Tilestrain
to stress equation is:
T = G Y
xy xy xy
where G is the shear modulus in the x-y referencesystem.
xy
The type R3-1 rosetteconsistsof three {ndependentaxial strain gages
(i, 2 and 3) arrangedas shown in figure 60. The x-y referencesystem is
definedby the rosetteorientationand the x'-y' axis definesthe reference
system in the correspondingNASTRAN element. Strain readingsfrom the
rosetteare reducedto stress in the x'-y' referencesystem for direct
cony)arisonwith NASTRAN results.
The rosette output consists of three strains, E_, E3. ,Thestrain
tensor in the x-y reference system is obtained from {i'E2'E2'and E3 by using
the equations:
gx= El
Yxy = 2E2 - el - E3
Standardtensor rotation into the finiteelementmodel x'-y' reference
system gives:
E , = E COS2@ + E SIN2@ + Y SIN@ COS@
x x y xy
E ' = E SIN2@ + E COS2@ - Y SIN@ COS@
y x y xy
!
Yxy = 2(Ey _x) SIN@COS0 + Yxy (COS20 - SIN20)
Finally,from Hookes'Law, the stress tensor in the x'-y' referencesystem is:
' = Ell E ' + 1112e ' - 1i13 Y 'x x y xy
_y' = El2 ex' + E22 ey' - E23 Yxy'
' 8 v 8 ' + X i
Txy = -El3 x E23 y E33 xy
where the elasticcoefficientsE are taken directly from the NASTRANmodel.
The minus signs in the equationsare due to the fact that the data reduction
progrmnsign conventionfor shear is opposite to that of NASTRAN. Principal
stressesare computedfrom the cartesianstresseso ' o ' and , ' in the
x y xy
usual way.
Flight test strain gages. In referringto figure 61, the strain gage
bridge output for the type 30 bending gage can be expressedas the average
bendingstrain in the x direction.
¢
ex (LOWER)- Ex (UPPER)
E(INDICATED) = 2
The strain to stress reductionis based on the equation:
=E € =E
x x x x (INDICATED)
where E is the average (upperand lower)Young'smodulus in the x direction.
Notice Xthat the correct strain to stress relationshipis:
= € + 8 Y
X Eli x El2 y - El3 xy
and tllatthe reduction assumes that the E_ E and E_ Y terms are neg_ :
I y ± x
ligible. This assumption is reasonably va_id for ben_in_bridges installed
on metal structure because E12 is small compared to Eli and E13 is zero.
For bending bridges installed on graphite-epoxy, this assumptlon leads to
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gross errors in the measured stress becauseEl is not small and E is not2 13
zero. Consequently,stressesbetween ground _ype rosettesand adjacent
flighttype bending gages on graphite-epoxyshouldnot be compared. The
only valid comparisonis betweenthe rosettestrain Cx and the bending
bridge strain € .
X
Tne value of the flight bendinggages on graphite-epoxyis in measuring
flight loaUs. Tne ratio between€ , € , and Y tends to remain reasonably
x X
constant in flight. Hence, the measurementofX¢ alone in conjunctionwith
calibrationfactorsobtainedduring the ground t_sts gives a reasonable
measure of the flight loads.
The gage output for the type 53 and 54 (singlesurface)and type 56
shear (back-to-back)strain gage is half of the shear strain as shown in
figure 61, or it is:
Y(INDICATED)= Yxy
2
The shear stress is:
Gxy 2% INDICA D)
where G is the shear modulus in the x-y system.
xy
The gage output for the type 45 torsiongage is one-halfof the average
torsionalshear strain or it is:
= (LOWER)
Y(INDICATED) Yxy (UPPER)- Yxy
4
The torsionalshear stress is:
=Txy Gxy Y 2Gxy xy INDICATED)
wlmre G is the shear modulus in the x-y referencesystem.
xy
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The Type 72 load cell strain gage installation was used exclusively
on calibrated actuators. The gage output isthe strain €(INDICATED). The
strain to load equation is
Load = F €(INDICATED)
where F is a calibrationfactor derivedby test.
Correlationof Strain Gage Readings
°l'hisectionpresents the resultsof comparingthe predictedstresses
with the calculatedtest gage stressesfor both the ground and flight test
strain gages. Gages were locatedat max_itmlstress locationsand the
n_nber restrictedfor budgetaryconsiderations. The 8g test proved that
tilestructuralload paths occurredas predicted for the wing and canard.
Also, there was good correlationof predictedstressesversus test stresses
for the canard. The wing correlationwas inconsistentand correlatedpoorly.
Ground-teststrain gages-outboardwing and canard. - The 8g static
test resultswere co_ared with the theoreticalresultsusing bar charts.
This sectionpresentsthe results of the comparisonfor the ground test
gages on the outboardwing and canard. Since the gage resultsare compared
with the resultsof the finite elementpanel that enclosesthe gage, refer
to figures 56 and 57 to determinethe locationof the panel and gage being
discussed.
Three differentstresses,longitudinal(_x),transverse (_y), and
shear (Tx_),are developedin each finite elementskin panel. The rosette
ground te_t strain gages record strains in three directions,which are
then used to calculatethe longitudinal(E), transverse (€), and shear
(yx) strains. Tnese are then multiplied_y the applicableYHooke'smatrix
to _btain the gage longitudinal(_x),transverse (_) and shear (T )
stressesthat are to be comparedwlth the theoretic_lfinite elemen_panel
stresses.
Each one of the three stressesare comparedon differentcharts.
Table VIII is a sun_naryof the stressesfor the ground test gages and the
predictedstresses from the finite elementmodel for the outboardwing
and canard. In additionto the stresses,other data listedon the table
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are gage n_aber and type, and the percentdifferencebetweenthe average
test gage calculationsand the predictedstressvalues. The averagetest
gage stressvalue calculatedwas determinedby averagingthe strain read
during the loadingand unloadingof the test spec_nen.
The first comparisonchart is presentedin figure 62. This figure
presentsa bar chart con_arisonbetweenthe test gage and predictedlongi-
tudinalstresses (o) for the groundtest gages on the outboardwing. The
x
laminashear mod_l_ used in t_e finiteelementsolution is
GLT = 2.413 x i0v 2(0.35 x I0v psi).
m
As shown in figure 62, the predictedstress is higher at every gage
tnan the test gage calculatedstress and reversemagnitudeat gages i01
and 102. The two upper surfaceleadingedge gages, i01 and 102, show
panel compressionwhile the test gages show tension. The load condition
appliedduring the test resultedin wing up-bending,and logicallythe
upper wing surfaceshould be in compression. Since there were no unusually
high loads applied in this area, the gage setup,wiring, and con_uter
readoutwere verified. No error could be found, so there is no satisfactory
answer for the stress reversalat tne gages. A similarreversaloccurred
at gage II0. They are includedfor completeness.
The first five gages shown in figure 62 (gagesi, 2, 3, 4, and 117)
are locatedon the wing box structure. Examiningthese values in tabular
form we have:
GAGESON PREDICTED GAGE FACTOR
O/Ep STRESS,Ox 2 STRESS,Ox 2 (PREDICTEDSTRESS)
EXCEPT 117 kN/m--(LBS/IN-) kN/m--(LBS/IN ) (GAGESTRESS)
1 60099.6 18523.4 3.2
(8716.4) (2686.5
2 44159.7 26735.4 1.65
(6404.6) (3877.5)
3 38956.7 27390.4 1.42
(5650.0) (3971.5)
35 /
(_\(;ESON PREDICTED GAGE FACTOR
G/Ep ST_SS, o 2 STRESS, o _ (PREDICTEDSTRESS)
I_CEPT 117 kN/m (LBS/_N) I_I/mT-(LBS/_N z) (GAGESTRESS)
4 16155.0 3426.8 4.7
(2343.0) (497.0)
117 69189.0 37818.0 1.83
(B-G/Ep) (10055. O) (5485. O)
No conu_onfactorexists for these gages;however, the load path
developedduring the test can be observedby comparingthe stress results
at gages 1 and 117. The locationof these gages is snown in figure 56,
and as can be seen, they are locatedin an area of high stress loading.
The test gage stress shows that f_r panel 1021124,the longitudinal_ress
is ox = 18523.4_ (2686.5Ibs/in-)and increasesto o = 37818.0x m
(5485.0ibs/in2) Linpanel 1021134. This load buildup along the rear spar
going inboardis typicalof swept wing aircraft and confirms the structural
load path of the wing.
In c_iparinggages 2 and 3, by taking the differencebetween ratioed
readings,the differenceis approximately14 percent. This is good correla-
tion betweentest gage readings. The material is all graphite-epoxyin
this area and of the same thickness,4.27 mm (.186inch). Gage 4 is
locatedon graphite-epoxy,which is in an area of considerablefiber glass
plies. Consequently,this area can be expectedto strain greaterand
indicatea higher factor than the gages 1 to 3. Gage 117 is in the boron-
graphite-epoxyarea, and its strain can be expectedto be lower due to the
boron interleavingand thicknesscon_aredto gage locations2 and 3
(t = 7.21 ,_n(.284 inch) vs. 4.27 mm (.168 inch), respectively).
A plot of the percentagedifferencesin the longitudinalstresses,_x'
of the test gage readingsand predictedreadingsare shown in figure 63.
The gages vary from 0 to 174 percentand the mean value is 85 percent.
floweret,when only the structuralbox gages are considered,the correlation
is better having a mean value of 57 percent. Test gages 108, 3, 2, and 117
have a mean correlationof 37 percentwith predictedstresses. Gages 109,
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103, 4 and 1 correlate approximately 77 percent with predicted results.
Gages 101, 102, and 110 are extremely unreliable, having a reading of
159 percent over tne test gage reading.
In figure 64, the transverse(_) stressesare compared,and as can
be seen from the figure,they show no common ratio factors. Also, the
stress reversalsoccur not only at gages i01 and 102, but also at gages i,
103, and 108. The percentageof differencebetween tilestress readings
vary from -17 to -112 percent. This erraticbehavior indicatesthat
Poisson'sratio is not as predicted,and consequentlynot only affects
these stresses,but also those stressesin the x-directionsho_cnpreviously
on figure 62, which were reducedusing the strain gage equationspreviously
described.
Figure 65 shows the shear stress comparison. Again, no co,non factor
is prevalent,and stress reversalsoccur at test gages i, 2, 3, 4, 102,
ii0 and 117. Since the sign conventionto developthe gage shear stress
is oppositeto the conventionused in NASTI_N, the sign of the gage shear
stresswas reversedbefore the value was plotted. However, even if absolute
magnitudesare compared,the stressesdiffer on an averageof 76 percent.
Figures66, 67 and 68 displaythe stresses for the ground test _ages
on tilecanard. The o olayup orientationfor the canard box was 15 /_45 and
is fiber dominatedrather than matrix dominatedas was the wing layup.
This layup producedbetter correlationbetween gage and predictedstress
values,especiallyin the longitudinal(a) direction (figure66). Gage 105
was installed,but malfunctionedduring t_e test. Consequently,its readings
are not shown. The differencebetween ground and test data is 25 percent.
And if only the inboardgages, 5, 6, and 7 are considered,the correlation
is very good - being I0 percent. T_e gage locationsare ShOWn in Figure 57.
The transversestress comparison,figure 67, shows good correlation
of data for gages on the canard structuralbox (gages5, 6, 7, 8, and 115).
Also, the stressesprogressivelyincreasealong the rear spar going inboard
as si_ownwhen examiningthe test gage readingsof gages 8, 7, 6, and 5.
Again, verifyinga correct structuralload path for the rear spar; espe-
. cially,with test gage reading5 being larger than 6, indicatesthat the
load is definitelynot drifting forward.
The shear stress comparison,figure 68, shows that most of the test
gages read lower stressesthan predicted. However,as shown on the figure,
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when consideringabsolutemagnitudesof the stress values,better correla-
tion is achievedfor the canard box shear stressesthan for the wing.
l:lignttest strain gages-outboardwing and canard. - Table IX lists
tt_e[lighttest strain gage identificationntmlberand the types of gages
used on the inboardwing, outboardwing, and canard. From this table,
gages on the outboardwing were selectedfor correlationpurposes.
On the outboardwing, the inner row of chordwisebending bridge flight
test gages cross the _ of the structuralbox at approximatelyX_ = 130.3 cm
(51.3 inciles).The gage numbersare 2020, 1020, 1021, 2021 andVareshown
in f'igure58. The data recordedby these gages can be expressedas the
averageuniaxial strain betweenthe upper and lower wing skins, and is
shown in table X.
in order to comparethe test gage strainswith predictedstrains,the
followingcalculationswere performed. For a given finite elementpanel,
the llookianmatrix was invertedand multipliedby the predictedstresses.
The resultsare the predictedstrains. In comparingflighttest gage
resultsto predictedresults,only the longitudinalstrain (_v) can be
exmninedand compared. The equationgoverningthe longitudinalstrain
calculationis:
The results of these calculations for the skin finite element panels 1021117-
1021124, are silownin table XI. Average strain values for the panels have
been calculated and are also included in the table.
The data in tablesX and XI are graphicallydisplayedin figure 69.
'1%¢oabscissasare shown on the figure. They represent: (i) the percent
chordlinedistancethroughpanel e.g., and (2) percent chordlinelocation
of gages. _dso shown are the locationsof the NASTR_Npanel c.g.'s and
the strain gage number. As shown in figure 69, the NASTRANpredicted
strainsfollow the magnitudeof the flight test bending strain gages quite
well. Also, load path correlationis verified since the rear spar gages,
n_Hbers 1021 and 2021, figures 58 and 69, increasein magnitudeas the load
approaci_esthe rear spar.
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For the canard, this same type of investigation could not be made since
tllereis no row of flight gages on the canard.
Strain Gage Analysis
In some cases of correlating wing and canard stresses developed from
test data to those developed by finite element analysis, the correlation
was good. For example, the outboard wing gages 2 and 3 present a difference
of only 14 percent between tileirgage readings and test results. For the
canard, gages 5 and 6 correlated within 2 percent of test results.
blowever,because of discrepanciesand inconsistentresults, investi-
gationswere performedin an attemptto resolvethe discrepanciesin the
reduceddata. The studiesconductedconsistedof investigationsof:
• Lamina shear modulus
• Material property data
Lamina shear moduli. - Due to the wing cover constructionbeing
+35°/±50°, it is matrix dominated,and consequently,the shear modulus
term should have a strongeffect on the stressesdeveloped. Therefore,
the first study conductedwas the investigationof the lamina shear modulus.
Conventionalgraphite/_poxy_ly layupsu_ually have a value of lamina
silearmodulus of 4.689 x i0v kN/m- (0.68x i0v psi). However, from test
data and past experiencewith unconventionallayups,Rock€elldetermined
that tilelamina she_r modulus w_s more correctlyrepresentedby a value
of 2.413 x i0- kN/m- (0.35x i0- psi) as specifiedin table I and was used
illthe program, however,since discrepanciesin the gage readingsoccurred,
it was decidedto explorethe effect of the shear modulus on the gage readings.
AS shown in figures 70 through 72, the lamina shear modulusvalue _as
changed to a conventionalmodulus value of 4.689 x I0_ kN/m- (0.68x 10_psi).
Calculationswere rerun with this value in the finite elementmodel and with
. test strain gage readings. Only wing box gages i, 2, 3, 4, and 117 were
investigated.
Figure 70 shows the correlationbetweenthe test and predictedlongi-
tudinalstresses (_). As sheen in the figure,correlationis slightly
improvedfor gages _, 2, 3, and 117 for the conventionalshear modulus
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value rather tilan the test modulus. Tile average stress correlates within
32 percent of the predicted stress, whereas before it correlated within
43 percent o_ the predicted value as shown on figure 626 Gag_ 4 results 6
are questionable. In figure 62, where GrT = 2.413 x 10 kN/m (0.35 x 10 psi),
the predicted stress at gage 4 is almost_ive times the magnitud_ of t_e test
stress, tl_wever, with tile change in shear modulus to 4.689 x 10 v kN/m-
(0.08 x 10 psi), tne predicted stress is now approximately 25 percent lower
than the test stress; in effect, a gage reversal.
Figure 71 siiows the transverse stress (o) comparisons and again incon-
sistent correlation is observed with sign reversals apparent at gages 1, 4,
and 117. However, correlations on figure 64 using tne test G._ are better
than those on figure 71 using the conventional GLT. This is Lslpecially
true at gages 2 and 3.
Tile shear stress comparison, figure 72, does exhibit two common fea-
tures. The first is that the absolute magnitude of all test gage stresses
is higher than the predicted stress at every gage, and secondly, stress
reversals occur at every gage. One very interesting fact that can be
observed by comparing the data shown in figure 72 with the location of the
gages shown in figure 56, is that better correlation exists between pre-
dicted and gage results, considering only absolute magnitudes, where the
out of plane deflection is small. This indicates that gage shear is
adversely affected by vertical deflection.
]:or the canard, the next three figures show the effect on the stresses
o1 cllangin_ tile shear modulus, G , to tile nigher value of 4.689 x 106 kN/m2•LT
(0.08 x 10- psi). The longitudinal stress correlation, figure 73, is
improved; however, transverse and shear stress correlations do not improve
(figures 74 and 75).
1ksa result of using conventional shear modulus data, the following
table can be constructed:
Better Correlation Using GLT = N x 106 kN/m2
N
a x C_y Yxy *
Wing 4.689 2.413 2.413
Canard 4.689 2.413 2.413
4O
From the above table, it c_n be concluded that the conventional shear modulus
values of 4.689 x 100 kN/m (0.68 x 10 psi) does improve strain gage corre-
lation in some instances, but the percentage differences between the test
and theoretical values remain too high. Increasing the shear modulus
decreases Poisson's ratio, which tends to benefit correlation, but it still
does not pemit correlation among al_ the gages. Also. there is more sign
reversalwhen using GLT = 4.689 x i0 kN/m- (0.68x I0° psi), as can be
seen wnen comparingfigures68 and 75.
In an attemptto obtain additionalcorrelatingdata for the wing, strain
plots were made for the outer row (XF _ 143 cm) of flight test gages 2025,
1025, 1026, and 2026.
The locationof these gages is shown in figure 58. The finite element
panels involvedare 1021109thru 1021114. The data for the flight gages
are tabulatedin table XII and for the panels in table XIII. The results
are plotted in figure 76. This figure indicatesthat the test strain gages
are reading low compared to both theoreticalsolutions. Both_moduligive
about the same resultswith the test moduli,G = 4 689 x I0@ kN/mZ beingLT
closer to the test data. A similarplot of fhght gages 2020, 1020, 1021,
and 2021 on the outboardwing, is shown in figure 77. As shown in the figure,
using GLT = 2.413 x i0v kN/_- results in a better matcn of the test data
than usYfigGLT = 4.689 x I0_ kN/m-. The tabulateddata for that figure is
shown in tabTe X for the gages and tables XI and XIV present the data for
tile NAS'I't_4 panels.
For tilecanard,this same type of investigationwas made for ground
test gages 5 and 6 and finite elementpanels 5011110and 5011111. The
strain results are sho_cnin figure 78. The in_icatignhere is t_at tes_
resultscorrelatebetterwith GLT = 4.689 x i0_ kN/m- (0.68x i0_ ib/in-).
Tne reductionof the test data clearlyindicatesan inconsistency
regardlessof the constantvalue of t_e shear moduli use_. It can be
concluded_rom t_e reducedr_adingsthat the shear moduli of
2.413 x i0_ kN/m- (0.35x i_ psi_ consistentlycorrelatedbetter than
did the value of 4.189 x i0_ kN/m (0.68X I0_ psi). However, since neither
value gave satisfactoryanswersrepeatedlyadditionaltesting is reco_nended
to establishthe shear moduli propertyvalue.
Material propertydata. - The primary cause, then, for the incon-
sistencyin the measured and predictedstressesis apparentlythe original
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elasticcoefficientsand transformationsused in the strain to stress
reduction. Consequently,the second study investigatedthe original
propertydata and their effects on the Hookian transformationmatrix
throughAC84.
in the initialdesign of the "aircraft,the ply layup was selectedas
+30°/+50°. A test programwas conductedfor that layup to establishthe
basic materialproperties• It was determinedthroughtne test program that
the l)ropertieswere linear. Consequently,the stress-straincurves were
used as linearvalues, and the transformationsof the elasticcoefficients
were linear• The final ply layup was changedto +35°/±50° for manufacturing
considerations;however, past experienceindicatedthat such a small change
• O o o . .
,n _ from 30 to 35 produced neglig,blechangesin material properties
O O •
Consequently,propertydata were extractedfrom the +30 /+B0 tests and
used in detenJliningpropertydata for the 35°/±50° layup. Small coupon
testingverifiedthat 5 made very little change in material allowables•
lix_,dningthe material property at room temperature,as shown in
ligures79 through83, indicatesthat the materialbehavesnonlinearlyand
not linearlyas assumedin the design of the aircraft• As sho_m in
figures80 and 82, transversenonlinearityoccurs at low strain levels for
both tensionand compression• Also, for both the transversetensionand
compressiontransversestrain values,nonlinearityoccurs at lower levels
than the nonlinearityeffects for the shear strain, (figure83).
These transversepropertieshave a pronouncedeffect on the stress
reductionsin the wing• For example,consider the computationof the
sl)tmwisestress for rosettenumber 1 at I00 percent load for the 8g condi-
tion. Ti_estrain to stress equation is:
= _ + _ Y
x Ell x El2 y - El3 xy
The measured strains are
e = 1960, E = -1462, Y = -552
x y xy
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Substitutingthe measured strainsinto the stress equation,the resulting
stress in the x-directionof the finiteelement is:
o = 37.44 (1960) + 34.89 (-1462) + 7.24 (-552)
x
o = 73382 - 51009 - 3996 = 18377 kN/m2 (2665psi)
x
The elasticcoefficientvalues are developedin AppendixD. Notice that the
resultingspanwise stress dependson a small differenceof large numbers
between longitudinaland transversestrains. This indicatesthat rela-
tively small errors in the elasticcoefficientscan be responsiblefor
large discrepanciesbetweenmeasured and predictedstress. Also, as shown
in the calculation,a large transverseelasticcoefficient(E_2) has been• ° I °
developedbased on the llnear transformationof the stress-stralncurves.
The large transverseelasticcoefficient,then, had a pronouncedeffect
on the resultingstress. Had this value been developedbased on the non-
linearcurve, as shown in figure 84, its elasticcoefficientwould be
smaller;consequently,the resultingstress shown in the above calculation
would be more positive and correlatebetter with the positivevalue developed
by ti_efiniteelementmodel shown in figure 62.
In comparingthe stressesin figures62, 64, and 65, to the cross-
over nonlinearitystress levels,or strains,of figures 79 through 83, it
can be seen that in most cases the finite elementmodel is operatingin
the regionof nonlinearity,usually in a higher nonlinearrange than the
test gages. However, the elasticcoefficientsprovided to the finite
elementprogramwere througha linear transformation. Consequently,the
predictedstressmagnitudesare higher than the aircraftshould experience.
l_e to these nonlinearitiesin materialpropertiesand transformations,
the predictedversus test stresseswill not correlatein a consistent
mmmer, as is shown, again, by the reduceddata on figures62, 64, and 65.
The canard skins are fiber-dominateddue to the +15°/±45° and will
exhibitmore linearitythan the wing. Further,a similarcalculationfor
tilecanardden_nstratesbetter correlationbetweenmeasured and predicted
stress and less dominanceof the transverseproperty. For example, for
rosettegage 5, the measured strainsare:
E = 1569, € = -701, and Y = -134
x y xy
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Therel-ore,the stress is:
= 85.22 (1569) . 22.82 (-701) . 19.93 (-134)
x
= 133710 - 15997 - 2671 = 115042 kN/m2 (16686 psi)
x
As the above calculationshows,the transverseproperty does not have a
pronomlcedeffect on stress reductionas in the matrix-dominateddesigns.
Consequently,for large nonlinearitybehaviorof materials,such as
o o
in the +35 /e50 layup, stressvalues cannot be satisfactorilycalculated
_11ess tne materialproperty data is accuratelyknown and nonlinearities
are includedin the calculations. For small nonlinearities,stressvalues
can be satisfactorilycalculated,as demonstratedby the canard stress
calculations.
Test Twist Results
During the 8g test, deflectionsof the wing and canardwere recordedand
twist calculationsperformedbased on those deflections. How well the test
twistscorrelatedto predictedtwists are explainedin the following
paragraphs.
Figure 85 depicts the plot of front and rear spar deflections produced for
both increasing and decreasing test loads. Also plotted on the figure are the
predicted deflections. In checking the wing tip maximum deflection points, the
correlation was excellent. The rear spar test deflection matched the predicted
deflection by 93 percent based on the average readings. The front spar test
deflection matched the predicted deflection by 95 percent, based on the average
readings. Both the magnitude and the shape of the curves correlate well. The
test deflections are presented in table XV.
Figure 86 depicts the test deflections for the leading and trailing edges
oF tile outboard wing. Superimposed on the curves are the predicted deflection
points. As shown on the figure, the deflected shape co1_arison is excellent.
Also, the magnitudes are excellent. The leading edge achieved approximately
97 percentof predicteddeflection,and the trailingedge achievedapproxi-
mately 94 percent of predicteddeflectionbased on the averagedeflections.
The plots are shown for increasingand decreasingtest loads.
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l:or the 8g test load, figure 87 depicts test rcsults versus predicted
deflections for the canard. The upper curve presents deflections between the
leading edge and trailing edge, and the lower curve predicts deflections
between the front spar and rear spar. Also shown on the test results are pre-
dicted deflections. For the trailing edge, the test deflection at the tip are
2 percent higher than predicted and for the leading edge they are 17 percent
higher. For the rear spar, the test deflections are 7 percent higher and
2 percent higher for the front spar. Again, the correlation of the test curves
to predicted curves is very good
Based on those test deflections,curveswere constructedto determinehow
well predictedtwists comparedwith the twists determinedby the test. Fig-
ure 88 shows the resultsfor the wing structuralbox. As sho_cnon this figure,
the magnitudeof the twist is approxhnately4.45° versus the predicted4.94°,
for a correlationof approximately90 percent. The shape of the curve is fair
and it has been predictedthat there is little degradationin the aerodynmnic
performanceof the aircraftat the design lift coefficient,CL=I.0
(Reference7).
Figure 89 depicts the plots of the twistsdeterminedby test resultsand
the predictedtwist from the finiteelementmodel for the leadingand trailing
edges of the wing. As shown, the magnitudeand shape are much better than that
for tllewing structuralbox. The test twist magnitudeis approximately93 per-
cent of the predictedtwist. Gage 8004, shown on figure 53, was relocated
during the test. Consequently,its reading is neglectedand the curve extrapo-
lated to tl_ewing tip stationbased on the FS/RS twist increasingtowardsthe
tip as shown in figure 88.
In conductingthe test, the fuselagedeflectionswere recordedand are
plottedin figure 90. As shown in the figure,the fuselagedeflectionhas
negligibleeffect on the twist of the wing, which is at approximately66-71 per-
cent of fuselage length. For the canard,the fuselageeffect on twist is also
small and mnountsto .099° increaseover the raw test data presentedin
table XV. Figure 91 shows the effect of calculatingtwist with and withoutthe
ilorizontalcomponentof the 20° canted canard. As shown in the figure,the
twist increasesfrom .05° at the 40% spar to .47° at the 100% spar when the
ilorizontaldeflectioncomponentis includedin the calculations. A similar
effect occurs for the leadingand trailingedges of the canard. These cor-
rectionswere added to the raw test data presentedin table XV and are shown in
the followingfigures.
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The correlationoi twistforthe canardstructuralbox withpredicted
results, is shoal in figure 92. The magnitudes were simulated within 87 per-
cent and the shape of the curve was approximated quite well. The results for
the canard LI_irE, are shown on figure 93.
Again, the discrepanciesbetweenthe predictedtwist and measured twist are
attributedto materialpropertiesand nonlinearities;especially,for the matrix
dominatedlayup of the wing. Since a linear value for the elastic constantwas
used, it has largerpredictedvalue in nigh stress regions. In low stress
regions,the predictedelasticconstantwould more closelyapproximatetest con-
ditions. This can be seen in figure 84 and was explainedin the StrainAnaly-
sis section.
Because of the use of these higher predictedlinear elasticcoefficients,
the deglectionsin the inboardhigh stress region of tne wing should be lower
than test. The outboarddeflectionswhich occur in lower loaded regionsshould
be in the linearportion of its curves and therefore,approximatethe test
deflections. This phenomenondid occur and is shown in figure 94 for an over-
lay of predictedversus test deflectionfor the frontand rear spar of the wing.
A similar plot was made for the canard, as shown in figure 95, and again,
in higher stress regions, predicted elastic coefficients should be larger than
if nonlinearity effects were included. Consequently, inboard predicted
deflections should be lower than test deflections. And outboard, in lower
stress areas they should match test results closer than inboard deflections.
As shown in the figure, the test results confirm this, but more for the rear
spar tnan for the front spar. Again, no direct magnitude comparison can be
made, since no non-linearities were included in the predicted elastic coeffi-
cients, but the trend can be identified and is umnistakable, as shown on the
figure.
Post Test Studies
Since conductingthe 8g test on the HiMAT aircraft,additionalstudies
have been performed. One is an additionalmaterial characterizationtest and
tl_eother is a post-GVT flutteranalysis. This sectionpresentsthe resultsof
tl_osestudies.
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Additional material property characterization. - Since the reduced test
data did not consistently correlate with predicted stress data, additional
testing was conducted of the wing 35°/+_50° graphite-epoxy skin layup. Fig-
ures 96 to 99 present plots of the stress-strain data for the tension, transverse,
compression, and shear tests. The vertical line on the figures indicates the
linear versus nonlinear region. The figures indicate that at a very small strain
the nonlinear region is reached. Also, the figures display the nonlinearity of
the layup.
Calculations were performed using this new test data and comparing the
results to the stresses calculated using the material property data assumed in
the |I_'_T progr_t. Following are the calculations.
For rosette gage number 1,
NASTRAN_riginal Test Data)
_y = 34.89 48.06 -3.45
-7.24 -3.45 34.20J
At i00percent,8g load,the stressesare as follows
Cx = 1959.9 _x = 18381 kN/m2 (2666 psi)
_y = -1461.8 ay = -3778 kN/m2 (-548 psi)
_xy = 551.7 Txy = 9715 kN/m2 (1409 psi)
New Test Data
• 1I If_x 36.377 28. 234 1. 510 1959.9_y = .234 45.636 3.744 -1461.8Txy .510 3.744 26.924] _ 551.7
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Again, at i00 percent load, and 8g load, the stressesare
Sx 1959.9 _x = 30854 kN/m2 (4475psi)
_y = -1461.8 ay = -9308 kN/m2 (-1350psi)
Yxy 551.7 Txy = 12342 kN/m2 (1790psi)
As shown in the calculations,for a small change in the Hookianmatrix, a
large change in stressmagnituderesults. Stresses in the longitudinal,trans-
verse, and shear direction,x,y, xy, respectively,increaseby approximately
08, 340, and 27 percent due to these small property changes;some of which
occur in the nonlinearregion of the material. These stress calculationsindi-
cate how sensitivethe resultingstressmagnitudesare to small changes in
materialproperties.
HiMAT post-GVT flutteranalysisresults. - Flutteranalysesfor HiMAT were
conductedusing calculatedmodes obtained from a mathematicalmodel that was
adjusted (Reference8) to providean acceptablecorrelationwith ship 2 ground
vibrationtest results. Modes for the symmetriccases for both the unballasted
and ballastedvehicleat mid-missionweight were calculated. The ballasted
vehiclecontainedan additional85.14 kilograms (187.7pounds) in the forward
fuselageto increaselongitudinalstability. The unballastedconfiguration
was analyzedat _0.5, 0.85, 0.95, 1.2, and 1.6. The ballastedconfiguration
was analyzedat M_0.5, 0.85, and 0.95. DoubletLatticetheory aerodynamics
with interferenceeffectswas used for the subsonicMach numbers,and Mach
Box theory aerodynamicswas used for the supersonicMach numbers. Generalized
aerodynamicforceswere calculatedfor the wing, tip fin, verticaltail, and
canard. The fluttersolutionswere obtainedat four altitudes (sealevel,
4,570, 9,140, and 15,240meters (sealevel, 15K, 30K, and 50K feet)) for each
o£ the Mach numbersusing the g-V approachthroughmodal analyses. The match
points (zero g crossingat the solutionMach number)were summarizedyielding
the flutterlimits of figuresi00 and i01.
Figure i00 shows the flutterlimits for the unballastedconfiguration
with no margin and with 44 _ercent q margin. The no margin limit clears a q
of 71,820Newtonsper squaremeter (N/m2) (1500pounds per square foot (PSF))
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throughM=I.6. Tile44 percentq margin limit clears a q of 47,880N/m2
(10001'SF)in the supersonicregime. BetweenM=0.84 and M=I.0 the 44 percentq
margin limit extendsbelow 47,880N/m2 (i000PSF) to a minimum of 41_180N/m2
(8(70PSF) at about M=0.90. Figure I01 shows the flutterlimits for the bal-
lasted configurationwith no margin and with 44 percentq margin. The no'mar-
gin limit has a small transonicrestrictionbelow 4,570 meters (15000feet)
altitudeb_tweenM=0.92 and M=I.0. The 44 percentq margin limit clears
43,080N/m_ (900 PSF) subsonicallyand is deducedto clear 47,880N/m2
(i000PSF) supersonically. It is also deducedthat the effect of fuel changes
will produce only small changes in flutterspeed becausethe fuel is locatedin
tilestiff inboardwing where modal motions are relativelysmall.
CONCLUSIONS
It has been demonstratedby testingthe HiM_T aircraft,that it is feasible
to use unconventional,unbalancedgraphite-epoxyply layups to controllaero-
dyanmictwist. In order to predict twist and calculatestressesin unbalanced
or highlymatrix dominatedgraphite-epoxylaminates,materialpropertiesmust
be accuratelyknown. The inconsistencybetween the predictedand measured
twist and stressvalues may be attributedto insufficientlyaccuratematerial
properties.
The tests furtherindicatedthat stresscalculationsare extremelysensi-
tive to small changes in materialpropertyvalues for matrix dominatedply
layups. Also, nonlinearregionsare encounteredat nmch lower strain levels
than previouslyassumed, and especiallyin the transverseproperty direction.
The tests also showed that not only are the con_ressionand tensionmoduli
different,but that the compressionmodulus is in the nonlinearregion at a
mucillower strain level than is the tensionmodulus.
REC_ATIONS
Analyticaltools exist that can predict layups to producedesired twists,
providedmaterial propertiesare known. It is recommended,however, that addi-
tionaleffort be expendedto advancethose tools to incorporatemore advanced
design features. For example,nonlinearitiesshould be incorporatedinto the
preliminarydesign tools either by curve-fittingroutinesbuilt into the pro-
grams,or optionsto input test data from which nonlinearitymaterial property
data curves are developed. With these nonlinearroutinesincorporatedinto the
progrmns,an accuratetwist and deflectionbehaviorwould be predicted in non-
linear regions.
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Also, an automated routine to feed aerodynamic lines to tailoring programs
sho.ld be developed so that changes can be made rapidly. Likewise, accurate,
but i_relimimlry, loads, l'luttcr, divergence, and Ol)timizatton routines should
I)c included in tile tailoring tools and verified against test hardware results.
l:rom this output, then, the sizing would automatically be fed into a finite
elemcnt progran to verify the structural integrity of the aircraft and the
twist goals.
Rather than run finite elementprogramsin a step-wisefunctionusing con-
stant elastic coefficients,the finite elementprograms shouldbe modified to
acceptnonlinearmaterialproperty data. From these propertydata, then,
deIlectionmld stresseswould be calculatedand could be compared to data cal-
culated from tests. It is especiallyimportantto incorporatetransversenon-
linearitiesin order to attain stress correlationfor matrix dominatedlayups.
Additionaltesting shouldbe conductedon matrix dominatedand unbalanced
layups to clmracterizetheir properties. A better understandingof the stress
gradientthroughthe plies, transversecoupling,compressionand tensionmoduli,
and out of plane stressesshould be establishingby testing. Also, material
propertysensitivityand coupling-termeffects on analyticaltools should be
assessed.
in order to assess the influenceof using low loads in fluttertesting,
sti_cturalinfluencecoefficienttests should be conducted,at low and high
load levels,to ascertaintheir effectson flutterprediction. Additionaltest-
ing should be done to establishstrain gage installationsthat measure strain
through the ply thickness.
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Appendix A
AC87 AI!ROI!IASTICTAILORINGSTRAINRATIO FOP3IU1ATION
Consider a swept wing box of N segments. Each segmentis modelled as a
set of identicaladvancedcompositecovers fully supportedby a honeycomb
core.
AFT
OUTBD _
LK
\
by (k) - sin I%- , = cosa .X(.k)
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],Ct
A¢' = ¢' -"¢'
Y{k) Y(.k} Y(_k-'l_)
ACy(k) = CY(k] - CY(k-1]
-- - _)X
_¢x(k] Cx(k) (k-.1)
Then
]
A¢' _- ¢' = cos a -.ACxck) sin fl|JY(k) Y(k-1)
" 1) cos a - Cx(k_l)_ sin _1
But
' = Cy cos _ - Cx(k_l)sinCY(k- 1) (k-l)
Then,
' ACx(_k)Aqby cos _ - sin _ (1)(k) = A¢Y(_k)
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For the kth segment,
_XXu
Then
LK - _ _ ]= L EXXL XXu
A_x(k) Hk
LK Txy L - TXYu]
 * Ck =foi k
If both covers are identical,
E = -E
xxu xxL
VXyu=-_L
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Then
L
_.K. 2_
= J0 XX[-----'_ACx(k) Hk "dxk
Lk
Aqby = / TxYL
o
To simplifyanalysis/design, assume that the stressesare constantalong
xk for the kth segment. Then
2_
xxL
Aqbx(k) Hk Lk (.2a)
_'xyL
ACy(k) Hk Lk (2b)
Substituting equation (2) into (1)
TxYLLK 2SxxLLK sin f_
A¢" - cos a -_ (.3)
Y(k) Hk Hk
Rearranging (3)
Hk A¢'
Y(k)
= +
TxyL Ck cos a 2_xx L tan _ (.4)
Since A@(k) is known for each beam segment, the laminates can be sized for
this relationship between axial and sheer strain.
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Appendix B
DIRECTION COSINES FOR COMPOSITE SYSTEMS
The followinganalysisdevelopsthe directioncosinesfor the
coordinatesystem shown.
z 3
X
V ..._.
%
__/B I (LAMINk AXIS,
LONGITUDINAL)
X (LAMINATEOR
0 C REFERENCE AXIS)
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1p = OA + AB
OCCOS 0 =_OA
Xp
.. 0A -
cos @
AB
sin 0 =_--
AP
AB=AP sin 0
Substituting,we get
Xp
+AP sin 0Ip - cos @
•_ = Yp --C-"A
Xp
• ip - +cos @ (YP - _) sin @
Xp
ip = + Yp sin @ --_sin @cos @
CA CAtano
OC Xp
• _ = Xp tan 0
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Substituting,we have
Xp
ip - cos O + Yp sin O -Xp tan O sin O
But,
sin O
tan @ -
cos @
2
• Xp Xp sin @
• ip = Yp sin @ +• cos O cos O
Xp 2
ip = Yp'sin @ + cos o(l - sin 0)
ip = Yp sin @ + Xp cos @
BP
cos O - AP
BP = AP cos O
B-P= 2p
I
2p = AP cos O
.....
_=Yp-_
.. 2P = (YP- _) cos O
CA
tan @
oc
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and
Xp
.. CA = Xp tan O
2p = Yp cos O - Xp tan O cos 0
2p = Yp cos O - Xp sir @
Expressingthe relationsin matrix formwe have
Xp Yp Zp
ip cos @ sin @ 0
2p -sin @ cos @ 0
3p 0 0 1
These relationshipsare used in appendixC to developthe stress trans-
formationmatrix for the coordinatesystem.
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Appendix C
HOOKIAN TRANSFORMATION MATRICES FOR COMPOSITES
Stress and strain are both second order tensors. A tensor of second
order has 32 = 9 componentsand transformsaccordingto:
AV -----
lj _ik _jl Akl
or
!
°ij = _ik _jl °kl
Since we are concernedwith stress and strain tensorsthat are symnetric,
then
!
O.. =O..
1j j1
_.. I _. °
1j j1
and, therefore, the number of independent stresses and strains is reduced to
six each. These stresses are summarized in tensor and contracted notation
as follows:
Tensor Contracted
°ii °1
o22 o2
o33 o3
T23 = 023 04
T31 = o31 o5
_12 = °12 o6
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For a rotationabout the Z-axis,the stresses transformaccordingto:
{o'} = [T] {o}
Using the directioncosinesfor the coordinatesystem in Appendix B
and tensor notation,the T-matrixwill now be developed. b
I
°Ii = _iI _Ii °ii
Oli'=Ccos e](cos_8] Oli
I =
Oli _cos2 8) Oli
t
°ii = _12 _12 022
Oli'= (sin6)(sin 6) 022
I _ _Oli (sin2 6) o22
I
°Ii = _13 _13 033
' = (o) (.o)
°ii - a33
Oli t0) 033
I
°ii = _12 _13 023
o11' = (.sin @)(0). °23
t
Oli (0] o23
6O
°ii _13 all °31
' = (O)(cos0) o31°11
' = (_0)
all °31
°ii = all el2 °12
' = (cos @)(_sin@] o12°Ii
t
all _13 _12 o32
= (0)(sin 8] o32°ii
' : (0)
°Ii 032
all GII GI3 °13
Oli' : (cos @)(0) o13
' = (.0) 01°ii 3
°Ii _12 all °21
Oli'= _sin @)(cos.@) o21
!
Combining o21 and o12:
l = (2 cos @ sin @) o12
°ii
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t022 = _21 _21 _iI
a_.2 = _-sin O)(-sin O] all
• ' = Csin 2 O)022 °ii
I __
022 _22 cx22o22
' = (.cos8)(.cos8) 022022
I __
022 (.cos2 O) 022 .
I __
022 c123_23 o33
I ----
o22 f0) (0) 033
' = (0) o_.022 _
I
022 = _22 _23 023
= (.cosO)(.0) 023022
' = (0)022 023
022 _23 _21 °31
t = (0)(-sin 6) a31a22
o_2 = (0) o31
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a22 _21 _22 °12
= (-sin9)(_cosO) _12a22
t ___
_22 c_23c'22a32
= (O](cosO] c_32c_22
' = (0)
a22 _32
_22 cz21_23 a13
' = (-sins)(O)a13a22
' = (0)
a22 a13
_22 c_22_21 a21
cx22_= (cos O)(.-sin9) _21
Combining_21 and _12:
= (-2 cos O sin O) a12a22
! =
' a33 _31 c_31all
' = (o)(o)o33 all
' = [o)a33 011
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f°33 _32 _32 °22
P
°33 CO)(.0)a22
' = Co)o33 022
!
a33 = _33 _33 °33
f
033 (.1) (.1) 033
o33 (I) a33
F
°33 = a32 a33 °23
P
033 CO)(1) 023
f
o33 (0) o23
oo c_33 c_31 °31
f
o33 (1) (0) o31
o33 (9) o31
I
o33 = e_31 c_32 °12
o33 (0) (0) o12
' = (0) o1o33 2
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_33 = _33 c_32c_32
_33 (.1] (0) _3Z
a33 (0)a32
a33 _31 _33 a13
_33 (0)(1) _13
_33 (0) o13
_33 _32 _31 °21
_33 COl(o) _21
_33 (0) _21
°23 = c_21_31 °ii
o_3 = (-sin O) (.0) Oll
I =
_23 (0) ell
! =
_23 _22 cx32 a22
: _23' = (.cos O) (_0) _22
' = (0)
_23 c122
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_23 c_23c_33(_33
, = L0)(_23 c_33
_23 = (x22c_33_23
0,23 = (_cos8)LI) 023
c_3 = (.cosO) 023
o23 c_23_31 °31
o'Z3: LO)(0)o31
o23 (o) o31
o23 c_21c_32°12
o' = (.-sin0)(0) o1223
o' = (0)23 _12
o_3 : c_23(_32032
' = CO)(0) _32023
' = CO) o32023
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a_,3= _21 c_33°13
o_3 = (rsin@J_l]o13
a_3 = (-sin @) Ol3
°23 = e22 e31 °21
o_3 = (.cos@)(0} o21
a_3 = (pJ a21
Combining
o_3 = (cos @) o23
oi3 = (.-sine) _31
o31 c_31CZllall
o31 (0)(.cos@) Oli
_31 = (.0)Oll
o_1 = cz32c_12°22
031 (0)(.sin@) 022
, = (0)
°31 _22
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!a31 = _33 _13 033
_31 (_1)Lo)_33
' = (0)
°31 °33
! _--
°31 a32 _13 a23
o_1 = (.0) (.0) o23
, = (0)
°31 023
!
o31 = c_33 C_ll °31
o_1 = (.1) (_cos 0) o31
o_1 = (_cos @) o31
°31 c_31 c_32 °12
o31 (0) (0) o12
_31 (0) o12
°31 = a33 a12 032
o31 (i)_sin O) 032
o_i = (sinO) 032
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!°31 = _31 c_13°13
o31 (0](0) a13
" = (0]
°31 013
o31 (0) 021
Combining
o31 (Cos@) 031
I
o31 (sin @) 023
°12 C_ll_21 all
o12 (.cose)(-sin@) Oli
al 2 (-cos g sin 6) Oll
a12 Ctl2 ct22 a22
o_2 = (sin8)Ccos @) 022
o12 (_cos@ sin.0.)022
! _--
°12 Ctl3 c_23 a33
' = (.o)(.o)
°12 o33
' = CO)
°12 033
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°12 = _12 _23 a23
a_2 = (.sin@)(0) a23
' = [.0]
°12 a23
o
_12 = _13 _21 a31
a_2 = (0)(-sin @) °31
t
a12 (0) a31
!
a12 = _ii _22 °12
a12 (.cos8)(_cos6) a12
a_2 = (_cos2 8) a12
f
a12 = _13 _22 a32
' = (O)(cos e) _s2°12
oj_ = (o) °3z
_12 = C_ll_23 °13
°_z: (cos e)(o) _13
a_2 = (0) a13
7O
T_12 _12 _21 _21
_12 (sin@)t-sin@) _21
_12 (-sin 2 0) a21
Combining
_12 (cos 2 @ sin2 @) °12
In contracted notation the stress transformation equation is:
= [T]
Where the T-matrix can now be constructedfrom the tensorvalues
2 2
cos 0" sin @ 0 0 0 2 cos @ sin @
2 2
sin @ cos @ 0 0 0 -2 cos @ sin @
0 0 1 0 0 0
[T] =
0 0 0 cos@ -sin @ 0
0 0 0 sin@ cos @ 0
-cos @ sin @ cos@ sin@ 0 0 0 cos2 @ - sin2 @
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In two dimensions,this rotationsimplifiesto
I 2
a'l cos @ sin2 @ 2 cos @ sin @ a1
a'2 = sin2 @ c°s2 @ -2 cos @ sin @ a2
2 2T' -cos @ sin @ cos @ sin @ cos @ sin @ -
1 - TI2
Let
m = cos @
n= sin@
2 2
oi m n 2ran a 1
2 2
a_ = n m -2ran a 2
, 2 2
T12 -mn mn m n T12
LAMINA CONSTITUTIVE RELKFIONSHIP
For a homogeneousorthotropicmaterial in a plane stress state, the
stress-strainon Hooke's law relationshipsin matrix form are
al QII QI2 0 _i
02 = QI2 Q22 0 €2
TI2 0 0 Q66 _12
These are the equationsnecessaryto supply the constitutiverelationships
for the speciallyorthotropiclamina. The term speciallyorthotropicis used
to distinguishbetween the constitutiverelationshipswhich are referredto b
the laminaprincipleaxes (I, 2) and those which are referredto as laminate,
or reference,axes (x, y).
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Normally,the laminaprincipalaxes (i, 2) are not coincidentwith the
referenceaxes for the laminate,(k, y). _fnenthis occurs,the constitutive
relationsfor each individuallaminamust be transformedto the laminaterefer-
ence axes in order to determinethe laminateconstitutiverelationship.
Consideringcoordinatesystem shown in Appendix B, along with the defined
rotation (+6),we can write
o2 = [T] oY
_12 _xy
_i Ex
_2 = [T] Ey
_i2/2 ._xy/z.
However, in this particularinstance,the laminapropertiesare known and
therefore,
o o1X
-I -I
[T][T] u = [T] 02Y
Txy --. %1_
[T][T]-I Ey = [T]-I s2
J
_xy/2 ._i2/2
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OF
Ox Ol 7
Oy = [T] -1 02[
_x) T12J• i
F
s x s 1
-1
s = [T] s_
Y Z
___xY _'1__..2_2
2 2
Derivation of [_]
r ]°x gl
o = [T] -1 [ (1)y °2
.Txy "r12]
The lamina relationshipis
o 1 s 1 ]
o 2 = [Q] s2[
I
TI_ .rl2J
Substituting in equation [1), we obtain
o s 1x
oy = [T]I [Q] s z (2)
Txy. '_12
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"i
,I
The R-matrix is now definedso that the more naturalstrain vectors can
be used insteadof the modifiedstrain vectors in the strain transformations,
as well as in stress-strainlaw transformations.
[i0ilJR] = 10
E1 E1
E2 = [R] E2
_i2. _i_2
2
E X E X
Ey = R Ey
. "/x-,s. Xx-z/2
Substitutingin equation (2)
E1G
x
-i E2 (3)a = [T1 [Q][R]
"Yi__22
However,we have
r El !" Ex
E2 = IT] Ey
2
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Substituting in equation (.3], we have
U X
x
-1
c_ : [T] [Q][RI[T] y (4)
,y
_xy
TxY T
llowevcr,
E
X X ,
-1
= [R] c
Y Y
_x__2 _xy
2
Substituting in equation (_4),
1O ExX
-1 -1
c_ = [T] [Q][R] [T] [R]
Y YlT y
xy. . xyJ
Without going through the derivation, it can be shown that
-1 -T[R] [T] [R] = [T]
Then, if we use the abbreviation
w
[Q] = [T]-I[Q][T] -T
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The stress-strainrelationsin XY coordinatesare
g°x Sx QII QI2 QI6 x
= [Q] _y = Q12 Q22 Q26y y
.. Tx) _xy. QI6 Q26 Q66 ._x)
where the bar over the Q-matrix denotesthat we are dealingwith the trans-
formed,reduced stiffnessesinsteadof the reducedstiffnesses,Q.
The equationsfor the Qij will now be derived.
m2 n2 -2mn
-i 2 2
IT] = n m 2mn
2 n2mn -ran m -
2 2
m n mn
-T 2 2[T] = n m -ran
2 n 2-2mn 2mn m -
Let
-i
[B] = [TI [Q]
m2 n 2 -2mn Qll Q12 0
2 2
= n m 2mn QI2 Q22 0
2 2
mn -mn m - n 0 0 _066
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B11 = (m2)(Qll ] + (n 2)(Q12 ) + (0)(_-2mn)
B12 = (m2)(Q12 ) + (n 2)(Q22 ) + (0)(-2ran)
B13 = (m2)(0) + (n2)(0) + (-2ran) (Q66)
B21 = _n2)(_QII)+ (m2)(_QI2)+ C2mn)(0)
B22 = (_n2) (Q12) + (.m2(Q22) + (2ran)(0)
B23 = (n2) (0) + (m2)(.0) + (2mn)(Q66)
B31 = (mn)(QII)+ (Tmn)(QI2] + (m2 - n2)(0)
B32 = (ran) (_Q12) + (.-ran] (_Q22) + (.m2 - n 2) (_0)
B33 = (mn)(.O) + (-ran)(.0) + (.m2 - n2)(Q66 )
m2QlI + n2Q12 m2Q12 + n2Q22 (-2mn)(Q66)
.. [B]= nZQll + m2Q12 nZQ12 + mZQ22 (2mn)(Q66)
mnQlI - mn(_l2 mnQl2 - mnQ22 (m2-- n2)(Q66)
Now,
BII BI2 BI3 m2 n2 man
2 2
[Q] [B][T]-T n m -ran
-- = = B21 B22 B23
B31 B32 B33 -2ran 2ran (.m2 - n z)
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iC_ii= (Bli)(_m2)+ (Bi2)¢n2] + CBi3](-2mn]
QI6= (-Bii)(_ran)+ (Bi2](-ran]+ ¢Bis]_mz-_ n2)
Q22 = (B21)(n2)+ (-B22)(-m2)+ CB23)(2ha)
Q26 = (Bzi)(ran) + (B22) C-ran) + (B23) (m2 _ n 2)
Q66 = (B31_(-mn) +(B32)(-mn) + (B33)(m 2 - n 2)
Expanding,we obtain
(m2ql+n2q2)Cm2)+(mZq2+n2%2) C. 2)
+ (- 2ran Q66) (_ 2ran)
QII = m4Qll + m2n2Q12+ m2n2Q12 + n4Q22 + 4m2n2Q66
Qh2 = (m2Qll + n2Q12) (n2)+ (m2Q12 + n2Q22) (m2) + [-2mnQ66)[2mn)
Q12 = m2n2Qll + n4Q12 + m4Q12 + m2n2Q22 - 4m2n2Q66
Q'16 = (m2Qll+ n2Q12) (ran)+(m2Q12 + n2Q22) (-ran)+ C-2mnQ66)
(m2 _ n2)
q6 = m3nQll + mn3Q12 - mSnQ12 - mnSQ22 - 2m3nQ66 + 2mnSQ66
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,\
Q22 = (n2Qll + m2Q12) (-n2) + (n2Q12 + m2Q22) (m2)+ (2mnQ66)(2mn)
Q-22= n4Qll + m2n2Q12 + m2n2Q12 + m4Q22 + 4m2n2Q66
Q26 = (n2Qll + m2Q12) (mn] + (n2Q12 + m2Q22)(.-ran)+ (2mnQ66)(m2-n 2)
4
Q-26= mn3Qll + m3nQl2 - mn3Ql2 - m3nQ22 + 2m3nQ66 - 2mn3Q66
Q66 = (-mnQll- mnQl2]Cmn]+ (mnQl2 - mnQ22)(-mn)+ (m2Q66-n2Q66)
x (.m2 - n2)
Q66 = m2n2Qll - m2n2Q12 - m2n2Q12 + m2n2Q22 + m4Q66 2m2n2Q66
+ n4Q66
Combiningterms, the final equationsfor the transformed,reducedstiffnesses
are
- 4 + m2n2 4
QII = QIIm + 2 (QI2 2Q66) + Q22n
QI2 = _QII+ Q22 - 4Q66] m2n2 + QI2 (m4-+ n4)
- Qlln4 2 Q22m4Q22 = + 2 CQI2..+2Q66) m2n +
Q-66= CQII+ Q22 2Q12 2Q66) m2n2 + Q66 (m4 + n4)
Q16 = (Qll - Q12 2Q66) rim3 + _Q12 - Q22 + 2Q66) mn3
Q-26 = CQll Q12 - 2Q66) ran3 + (-Q12 - Q22 + 2Q66) m3n
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Appendix D
HiMAT PLY ORIENTATION AND HOOKE'S MATRIX
Based on the reducedstiffnessequations [Q] developedin appendixC,
and using the +35°/+50° HiMAT outboardwing laminaorientation,Hooke's
matrix [E] is developedfor a specificfinite elementpanel. This is done
•in order to verify the elasticcoefficientsused in the NASTRAN solutionand
calculationof stressesbased on test strain gage readings.
The ply layup directionsfor the HiMAT wing are +35°/±50°. The first
layup directionis +35° using the coordinateconventiondevelopedin
appendixB, the rotationangle = -35°. The materialpropertiesused are
the values from table I.
E1 = EL = 137.9 x 106 kN/m2 (20 x 106 psi)
E2 = ET = 10.3 x 106 kN/m2 (.1.49x 106 psi)
GLT = 2.413 x 106 kN/m2 (.0.35x 106 psi)
>LT = 0.3
@ = -35°
m = cos@ = 0.81915
n = sin @ = -0;57358
2 2
m = cos @ = 0.671
- 2 2
n = sin @ = 0.32899
3 3
m = cos @ = 0.54965
3 3
n = sin @ = 0.1887
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m4 = cos4 @ = 0.45025
4
n = sin4 @ = 0.10823
_TL PLT
ET EL :
Therefore,
PTL =-E_----_(gLT)
L
(.1.49) (106)
PTL = (20)(i06) (.3)
_TL = 0.02235
Ell C20)_106)
= = 20,14 (106) psi
Qll = 1 - P12 u21 1 - [.3) C.02235)
Q12 = P21Qll 0.45 (106 ) psi
E22
= 1.5 (106) psi
Q22 = 1 - >12 P21
Q66 = GLT = 0.35 (.106) psi
Substitutinginto the transformedreducedstiffnessequationswe obtain:
Q--II= _20"14)CI06)(-0"45025)_+ 2 [(.0.45)(.106) + 2 (.0.35)_i06)]
(_0.671)10.32899) + (1.5) (106) (0.10823)
Qll = 9.7381 (106)
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= (20.14) (.106) (0.10823_) + 2 [(.0.45) (106) + 2(0.35) (106)
x (.0.671) (.0.32899) + 0.5) ClO6) (0.45025)
QZ2 = 3.36285 CI06_
=[20.14(.106)+ .5(i06)-4(.o.35)(106)]_12 (-0.671) (.0.32899)
+ (0.45) (106) (.0.45025 + 0.10823)
Q12 = 4.71935 (.106)
= [(20.14)(106 ) + (-1.5 x 106) 2 (.0.45)(_106) - 2 (0.35)(106)]_66
x (_0.671) (.0.32899) + (.0.35) (106) (0.45025 + 0.10823)
Q66 = 4.61935 (106)
Q--16= [20.14 (106) 0.45 CIO6) - 2 (0.35)(.106)I (-0.57358)(0.54965)
+ [0.45 (.106) 1.5 (.106) + 2 (0.35)(106)] (-0.81915)(-0.1887)
Q-16 = -5. 95284 (106 )
'Q26 = [20.14 (.106) 0.45 C106) -2 (0.35)C106)] (.0.81915)(--0.1887)
+ [0.45 ClO6) 1.5 (.1.06) + 2 (-0.35)(-106)] (0.54965)(-0.57358)
Q26 = -2.82501 (106)
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9.7381 4.71935 -5.93284 I
.. [Q]c_35o) = 106 4.71935 3.36285 -2.82501
-5 93284 :2 82501 4.61935J
For the +50° layup, O = -50°, and
m = 0.64279
n = -0.76604
2
m = 0.41318
2
n = 0.58682
3
m = 0.26559
3
n = -0.44953
m4 = 0.17072
4
n = 0.34436
QI1 : 20.i4 (!06 )
Q12 = 0.45 (-106)
Q22 = 1.5 (-106)
Q66 = 0.35 (106)
Qll = 20.14 (106)(..0.17072)+ 2 [0.45 (106 ) + 2 C0.35)(106)]
x (-0.41318)(0.58682) + 1.5 (.106)(0.34436)
Qll : 4.5125 (106)
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Q22 = 20.14(_106)(_0.34436) + 2 [0.45 C106)+ 2 C0.35)(_106)]
x (_0.41318)(_0.58682)+ 1.5 (_106)(_0.17072)
Q22 = 7.74915 CIO6)
=[20.14(106)+i.sc106)-1.4(106)]_12 C0.41318)(0.58682)
+ 0.45 (!06)CO.SlS08)
Q12= 5.15915(106)
= [20.14 (106 ) + 1.5 C106) - 0.9 (106 ) - 0.7 (106)]Q66 (0.41318)
x (0.58682) + 0.35 (106) C0.51508)
Q66= 5.03922(!06)
Q16 = [20.14 C106) 0.45 (106) -0.7 C106)] (-0.76604)(0.26559)
+ [0.45 (-106) 1.5 (106) + 0.7 (!06)] (0.64279)(-0.44953)
QI6 = 3. 76243 (106)
Q'26 = [20.14 (106) 0.45 ClO6) - 0.7 (.106)1 (.0.64279)(.-0.44953)
+ [0.45 (106 ) 1.5 (106 ) + 0.7 (106)] (0.26559)(_-0.76604)
_26 = -5"41601 (106 )
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!.5125 5.13923 -3.76243]
.. [Q](._50o ) = (106 ) .13923 7.74915 -5 41601
- .76243 - 41601 5.03922j
and
4.5125 5.13923 5.762451
[Q](+50 o) = (106) 5.13925 7.74915 5.41601
3 76243 41601 03922J
To check Hooke'smatrix values used in the NASTRAN theoreticalsolution,
the followingfinite elementis selected.
Element Element
Type ID Thickness
CQDMEM 1021114 (.0.17325 (in.)
Ply percentagebreakdownis:
+35- 18%
+50 - 41%
-50 - 41%
Aij = [ZQij (%t)] tToT
All = [9.7381 (.0.18)+ (4.5125)(0.41)(.2)] (106) C0.17325)
All = 0.94475 (!06)
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A22:[3.36285(_0.18)+7.74915C0.41)C2_](10G_(0.17325)
A22 = 1.20575 (106)
[ ]A12 = (4. 71955) (0.18) + 5.1:3925 (0.41) C2) (_106)(0. 17325)
AI2 = 0.87728i(106)
r
A66 = [4.61935 (_0.18) + 5.05922 C0.41)(.2)] (.106)(0.17325)
A66 = 0.85995 (106)
A16 = [-5.93284 (0.18)] (_106)(_0.17325)
A16 =-O.185O2 (106)
A26=[(:2.82s01)c0._8)](106)c0._7325)
A26 =-0.0881 (106)
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I 0.94475 0.87728 -0.18502
•".[A] = (106) 0.87728 1.20575 -0.0881
-0.18502 -0.0881 0.85995
Lb/In. N/m2
Ell = 0.94475/0.17325= 5.453(106) 3.76 (101°)
El2 = 0.87728/0.17325 = 5.064(106) 3.491(1010)
El3 = -0.18502/0.17325 = -1.068(106 ) -0.736(1010 )
E22 = 1.20575/0.17325 = 6.96(106) 4.799(1010)
E23 = -0.0881/0.17352 ---0.509(106) -0.351(1010)
E33 = 0.85995/0.17325 = 4.964(106) 3.423(1010)
_11evalues comparewith those input to NASTRAN. The magnitudesare not exactly
the same becausea ply drop occurs across this elementin the actual finite-
elementmodel.
NASTRANVALUES (FROMAC84)
Lb/In,2 N/m2
Eli -- 5.43(106) 3.744(1010)
El2 = 5.06(i06) 3.489(1010)
El3 = -1.05(106) -0.724(1010 )
E22 = 6.97(106) 4.806(10 l°)
E23 = -0.50(106 ) -0.345(1010)
E33 = 4.96(106 ) 3.42(1010 )
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Table I
AS/3501-5Gr/EP TAPE LAMINA PROPERTIES
Design Design
Material Allow RT Allow 82.2°C(180°F)
Property kN/m2 (psi) kN/m2 (psi)
FLtU 1454.8x 103 1406.6 x 103
(.211.0x i03] (_204.0x 103)
FTtU 53.1 x 103 49.6 x 103
(j.7x 103) (_7.2x 103)
FLCU 1454.8x 103 1334.5 x 103
(_211.0x 103) (195.0x 103)
FTCU 221.3 x 103 193.7 x 103
(32.Ix l03) [28.1x 103)
SU
FLT 71.0 x 103 64.8 x 103
[10.3 x 103) [9.4 x 103)
EL 137.9 x 106 135.1 x 106
(20.0x 106) (.19.6x 106)
ET 10.3 x 106 9.5 x 106
(.1.49 x 106) (1.38 x 106)
GLT 2.413 x 106 2.206 x 106
[0.35x 106) (0.32x 106)
_LT 0.3 0.3
r
p 1578 kg/m3 1578 kg/m3
(9.057 ib/in.3) (0.057 Ib/in.3)
t/ply 0.01334 cm 0.01334cm
(0.00525in.) (0.00525in.)
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Table II
FINITE ELEMENTMODEL - DESIGN ITERATIONSTUDIES
Effecton
Twist
• (deg) Description
+3.0 Effect of structuralbox skins
-0.80 Aileron supportsystem
+0.60 Slotting leadingedges
-0.50 Increasingthicknessesof leadingedge skins
+0.35 Effect of spar stiffness
+0.30 Effect of wingtip fin
-0.25/-i.0 Effect of load changes
I Root stiffnessat BL 38.10 cm (.15in.)
+0.15 _ Addition of tip masses
Joints
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Table III
WING PAD LOADS
XF YF Load
Pad Cm Cm Newtons
No. (in.) (in.) (ib)
] 109.98 370.33 " 889.64
(43.3) (145.8) (200.)
2 123.19 383.79 613.85
(48.5) (151.1) (138.)
3 135.38 396.49 613.85
(53.3) (156.1) (138.)
4 149.10 407.67 613.85
(58.7) (160.5) (138.)
5 160.27 419.1 524.89
(63.1) (165.0) (118.)
6 171.20 429.77 524.89
(67.4) (169.2) (118.)
7 182.63 441.2 524.89
(71.9) (173.7) (118.)
8 193.80 452.37 524.89
(76.3) (178.1) (118.)
9 204.98 463.55 524.89
(80.7) (182.5) (118.)
10 217.93 477.01 524.89
(85.8) (187.8) (118.)
II Iii.25 396.75 644.99
(43.8) (156.2) (145.)
12 122.43 407.16 644.99
(48.2) (160.3) (145.)
13 133.86 417.07 644.99
(52.7) (164.2) (145.)
]4 145.54 427.74 569.37
(57.3) (168.4) (128.)
115 157.23 438.4 569.37
(61.9) (172.6) (128.)
16 168,4 449.58 569.37
(_66.33 (177. O) (128.)
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Table II!
WING PAD LOADS (Continued)
XF YF Load
Pad Cm Cm Newtons
No. (in.) (in.) (lb)
_ 17 180.34 460.25 489.3
(71.0) (181.2) (110.)
18 192.02 471.17 489.3
(75.6) (185.5) (110.)
19 203.71 481.84 489.3
(80.2) (189.7) (110.)
20 108.97 421.64 133.45
(42.9) (166.0) (30.)
21 120.4 438.66 133.45
(47.4) (172.7) (30.)
22 134.62 449.07 133.45
(53.0) (176.8) (30.)
23 149.10 459.49 133.45
(58.7) (180.9) (30.)
24 163.32 469.9 222.41
(64.3) (185.0) (50.)
25 177.8 480.06 222.41
(70.0) (189.0) (50.)
26 192.02 490.73 222.41
(75.6) (193.2) (50.)
27 206.5 501.14 222.41
(81.3) (197.3) (50.)
28 222.76 492.76 360.31
[87.7) (194.0) (81.)
. 29 221.74 508.51 271.34
(.87.3) (200.2) (61.)
30 221.74 529.84 271.34
(87.3) (208.61) (61.)
31 1.27.51 474.73 177.93
(50.2) (186.9) (40.)
J
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'l';fl_le III
WIN(;PAD LOADS(Concluded)
XF YF Load
Pad Cm Cm Newtons
No. (in.) (in.) (lb)
32 143.26 481.84 177.93
(56.4) (189.7) (40.)
33 160.78 491.74 177.93
(63.3) (193.6) (40.)
34 175.77 501.65 177.93
(69.2) (197.5) (40.)
35 190.25 512.06 177.93
(74.9) (201.6) (40.)
36 204.72 521.97 177.93
(80.6) (205.5) (4o.)
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Table IV
CANARDPAD LOADS
Xc Yc I,oad
Pad on On Newtons
No. (in.) (in.) (lb)
" 1 32.51 137.67 489.3
(12.8) (54.2) (110.)
2 39.37 153.67 934.13
(15.5) (60.5) (210.)
3 49.53 169.16 934.13
(19.5) (66.6) (210.)
4 60.2 184.15 934.13
(23.7) (72.5) (210.)
5 70.61 199.64 934.13
(27.8) (78.6) (210.)
6 81.53 212.34 667.23
(32.1) (83.6) (150.)
7 90.93 226.06 667.23
(35.8) (89.0) (150.)
8 100.33 239.52 667.23
(39.5) (94.3) (150.)
9 108.97 252.73 644.99
(42.9) (99.53 (145.)
l O 118.36 266.19 644.99
(46.6) (104.8) (145.)
11 37.59 183.64 444.82
(14.8) (72.3) (100.)
12 47.75 204.98 244.65
(18.8) (80.7) (55.)
13 60.45 217.93 244.65
(23.8) (85.8) (55.3
14 72.9 230.38 244.65
(28.7) (90.7) (55.)
15 85.85 243.08 244.05
(33.8) (95.7) (55.)
g
Table IV
CANARD PAD LOADS (Concluded)
Xc Yc Load
Pad Cm Cm Newtons
No. (in.) (in.) (ib)
16 44.7 228.6 222.41
(17.6) (90.0) (50.)
17 60.45 242.06 222.41
(23.8) (95.3) (50.)
18 76.2 255.52 222.41
(30.0) (100.6) (50.)
19 97.03 272.03 266.89
(38.2) (107.1) (60.)
20 109.73 283.72 266.89
(43.2) (111.7) (60.)
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Table V
LOCATION OF DEFLECTION TRANSDUCERS
Coord
Nom-
inal XF YF ZF
Gage Grid cm cm cm Gage
No. No. Location (.in.] (_n.) kin.) Size Dir Prop No.
" 8001 25' LHwing 225.55 478.54 248.16 I0 Vert S-260164
(88.8) (188.4) (97.7)
8002 27 LH wing 224.66 488.82 250.95 i0 Vert S-26016i,
(88.45) (192.45) (98.8)
8003 31 LH wing 223.52 521.97 253.75 15 Vert S-260180
(88.0) (205.5) (99.9)
8004 33 LH wing 224.54 545.85 253.24 15 Vert S-260188
(88.4) (214.9) (99.7)
8005 71 LH wing 203.58 531.62 253.67 l0 Vert S-260162
(80.15] (209.3) (99.87)
8006 95 LH wing 212.85 482.85 249.17 i0 Vert S-260812
(83.8) (190.1] [98.1)
8007 103 LH wing 199.01 501.78 252.48 10 Vert S-260874
(]8.35) (197.55) (99.4)
8008 106 LH wing 185.42 519.05 253.82 i0 Vert S-260875
(73.0) (.204.35) (99.93)
8009 140 LH wing 206.25 457.83 247.9 10 Vert S-260876
(81.2) (180.25) (97.6)
" 8010 144 LH wing 197.87 465.58 249.17 i0 Vert S-260879
(77.9) (183.3) (98.1)
° 8011 152 LHwing 179.2 488.19 252.96 I0 Vert S-260880
(70.55) (192.2) (99.59)
8012 155 LH wing 168.4 506.73 253.95 i0 Vert S-260881
(66.3) (199.5) (99.98)
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Table V
LOCATION OF DEFLECTION TRANSDUCERS (Continued)
Coord
Nom-
inal XF YF ZF
Gage Grid cm cm cm Gage
No. No. Location (_in.) (_in.) (_n.) Size Dir Prop No.
8013 186 I,IIwing 186.18 438.66 247.65 5 Vert S-260153
(73.3) (!72.7) (97.5)
8014 193 I,Hwing 175.51 448.44 248.92 5 Vert S-260159
(69.1) (176.55)(98.0)
8015 201 LH wing 156.84 472.19 253.03 5 Vert S-260160
(61.75) (185.9) ¢99.62)
8016 228 LH wing 143.64 492.25 254.23 5 Vert S-260170
(56.55] (393.8) O00.O9)
8017 239 LH wing 164.34 416.56 248.16 5 Vert S-260823
(64.7) (;64.0] (97.7)
8018 243 LH wing 153.67 426.21 248.41 5 Vert S-260829
(60.5) (167.8) (97.8)
801.9 251 LH wing 131.19 455.42 252.81 5 Vert S-260868
(51.65) (179.3) (99.53)
8020 254 LIIwing 119.89 483.23 254.56 5 Vert S-260870
(47.2) O90.25) (100.22)
8021 274 I,tl wing 104.65 477.52 254.76 2 Vert S-260820
(41.2) (188.0) (100.3)
8022 278 LH wing 114.55 444.25 252.5 2 Vert S-260910
(45.1) (174.9) (99.41)
=
8023 299 LH wing 127.51 379.09 246.13 2 Vert S-260917
(50.2) (149.25) (96.9)
8024 303 LH wing 115.57 390.4 248.16 2 Vert S-260918
(45.5) (153.7) (97.7)
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Table V
LOCATIONOF DEFLECTIONTRANSDUCERS(Continued)
Coord
Nom-
"- inal XF YF ZF
Gage Grid on cm cm Gage
No. No. Location (.in.) (.in.) (in.) Size Dir Prop No.
8025 423 LH wing 86.36 438.15 251.92 2 Vert S-260922
(_34.0) (172.5) (_99.18)
8026 436 UI wing 86.36 405.13 250.11 2 Vert S-260930
(_34.0) (.159.5) (.98.47)
8027 440 LH wing 86.36 357.94 247.04 2 Vert S-260943
(34.0) (140.92) (_97.26)
8028 464 Lllwing 60.32 438.15 251.0 2 Vert S-260945
(_23.75] (172.5) (98.82]
8029 466 LH wing 60.32 405.13 249.88 2 Vert S-261276
(23.75) (159.5) (_98.38)
8030 470 LH wing 127.00 357.94 247.9 2 Vert S-261282
(50.0) (.140.92) (97.60)
8031 1555 LH can 127.00 268.1 301.75 I0 Vert S-260886
(50.0) (.105.55) (118.8)
8032 1565 LH can 127.00 277.49 302.77 i0 Yert S-260887
(50.0) (109.25) (119.2)
8033 1572 LH can 127.00 290.32 303.78 i0 Vert S-260888
(50. O) (114.3) (119.6)
8034 1574 LIIcan 127.00 306.07 304.29 i0 Vert S-260889
(50. O) (120. S) (119.8)
8035 1568 LH can 123.85 287.22 302.51 i0 Vert S-260890
(48.76) (113.08) (_119.1)
8036 1557 Ltt can 123.14 271.96 300.99 10 Vert S-260891
(48.48) (.107.07) (.118.5)
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Table V
LOCATION OF DEFLECTION TRANSDUCERS (Continued)
Coord
Nom-
inal XF YF ZF .
(;age Grid cm cm cm Gage
No. No. Location (.in.) (_n.) (.in.) Size Dir Prop No.
8037 1561 LIIcan 116.00 279.6 299.21 I0 Vert S-260892
(45.67) Ll10.08) O17.8)
8038 1564 LH can 105.59 289.76 295.91 i0 Vert S-260898
(41.57) (114.08) (116.5)
8039 1522 LI!can 109.17 253.16 294.64 5 Vert S-260871
(42.98) (99.67] (116.0)
8040 1526 Ltt can 99.21 263.07 292.61 5 Vert S-260885
(59.06) _103.57) O15.2)
8041 1529 LH can 86.82 275.44 288.54 5 Vert S-260894
(54.18) (i08.44) Cl13.6)
8042 1530 LII can 114.99 250.9 296.67 5 Vert S-260897
(45.27) (98.78) Cl16.8)
8043 1511 LII can 84.68 275.74 287.78 5 Vert S-260895
(33.34) {i07.77) (113,3)
8044 1485 LIIcan 97.06 224.15 289.81 5 Vert S-260908
(38.21) (88.25) (114.1)
8045 1487 l.H can 89.66 228.07 287.27 5 Vert S-260909
(35.30) (89.79) (113.1)
8046 1491 LII can 76.53 240.84 283.97 5 V_rt S-260157
(30.13) (94.82) (I11.8)
8047 [494 LII can 61.24 255.93 279.15 5 Vert S-260873
(24.11) (100.76) (.109.9)
8048 1460 Ul can 79.78 199.64 282.96 2 Vert S-261284
(31.74) (78.6) (Iii.4)
I00
'l'abl c V
LOCATIONOF DEFLECTIONTRANSDUCERS(Continued)
Coord
Nom-
. inal XF YF ZF
Gage Grid cm an cm Gage
No. No. Location (in.) (in.) (in.) Size Dir Prop No.
8049 1462 LtI can 71.30 203.96 281.18 2 Vert S-261290
(28.07) (80.3) (110.7)
8050 1466 LH can 55.52 220.27 276.10 2 Vert S-261304
(21.86) (.86.72) 008.7)
8(151 1410 LH can 37.69 257.97 270.26 2 Vert S-261283
(14.84) (93.69) _106.4)
8052 1424 LtI can 43.15 208.15 271.53 2 Vert S-261311
(16.99) (.81.95) (106.9)
8053 1416 LH can 55.45 162.18 272.03 2 Vert S-261312
(21.83) (63.85) (.107.1)
8054 1418 Ill can 43.56 167.41 270.76 2 Vert S-261285
(17.07) C65.91) (106.6)
8102 27 RH wing -224.15 493.01 250.95 10 Vert S-260878
(:88.25) (194.1) (98.8)
8103 31 Rflwing -224.79 521.21 253.75 15 Vert S-260957
(: 88.5) C205.2) (99.9)
8114 193 Pdt wing -175.51 448.44 248.84 5 Vert S-260196
(:69.1) (176.55) (97.97)
8115 201 RIt wing -156.84 472.19 255.05 5 Vert S-260191
(.-61.75) (.185.9) (99.62)
8125 423 Rtt wing -86.36 458.15 251.92 2 Vert S-261306
(.-34.0) (172.5) (99.18)
81.27 440 FdI wing -86.36 357.94 247.04 2 Vert S-261277
(.-54.0) (140.92) (97.26)
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Table V
I,OCATIONOF DEFLECTIONTRANSDUCERS(Concluded)
Coord
Nom-
inal XF YF ZF
(;age (;rid cm cm cm Gage
No. No. Location (_n.) (.in.) (in.) Size Dir Prop No.
8132 1565 RH can -127.00 277.49 302.77 I0 Vert S-260877
(-50,0) 009.25) (119.2)
8133 1572 _I can -127,00 290.32 303.78 10 Vert S-260899
(-50.0) O14.3) (.119.6)
8071 75 Lll wing 210.31 508.63 252.22 15 Vert S-260187
(82.8) (200.25) (99.3)
Accuracyof transduceris one percentaround center reading.
Therefore,as example,size i0, has an accuracyof _.05 inches.
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Table VI
COOI_)INATI!],OCATIONSFOR GROUNDSFRAIN (;AGIiS
Coordinates Angle
Gage Gage XF YF ZF
Number Type Location m (in.) m (in.) m (in.) _o
1 Rosette Lower surface i.186 4.383 2.52 0
- outboardwing (46.7) (172.55) (99.2046)
2 Rosette Lower surface i.336 4.371 2.51 2.0
outboardwing (42.6) (172.i) (98.8771)
3 Rosette Lower surface i.476 4.483 2.51 i.5
outboardwing (58.i) (176.5) (98.8944)
4 Rosette Lower surface 2.12 4.922 2.5 3.0
outboardwing (83.459) (193.77) (98.5629)
5 Rosette Lower surface .514 2.ii 2.75 0
canard (20.22) (83.07) (108.2405)
6 Rosette Lower surface .591 2.007 2.77 3.5
canard (23.28) (79.02) (109.1796)
7 Rosette Lower surface .603 2.216 2.78 0
canard (23.73) (87.23) (109.6227)
8 Rosette Lower surface .821 2.439 2.86 0
canard (32.33) (96.02) (112.6112)
i01 Rosette Upper surface i.516 4.145 2.498 -90.0
outboardwing (59.7) (163.17) (98.3594)
leadingedge
102 Rosette Upper surface i.746 4.368 2.495 -90.0
outboardwing (68.76) (171.97) (98.2427)
leadingedge
103 Rosette Lower surface i.746 4.368 2.477 0
outboardwing (68.76) (171.97) (97.5011)
leadingedge
- 105 Rosette Upper surface .683 i.922 2.808 -90.0
canard (26.9) (76.65) (ii0.5508)
leadingedge
106 Rosette Lower surface .861 2.19 2.86 0
canard (33.9) (86.22) (112.6411)
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Table VI
C(X)I_)INA'I'/!I,OCA'I'IONSI:OR(;ROUNDSTRAIN GAGli (Concluded)
Coordinates Angle
(;age Gage XF YF ZF
N_nber Type Location m (in.) m (in.) m (in.) po -
108 Rosette Lower surface 1.793 4.956 2.536 89.5
outboardwing (70.609) (195.12) (99.8457)
trailingedge
109 Rosette Lower surface 1.934 5.055 2.535 .50
outboardwing (76.159) (199.03) (99.7897)
trailingedge
ll0 Rosette Lower surface 1.3 4.629 2.538 -3.5
outboardwing (51.2) (182.24) (99.9278)
trailingedge
III Rosette Lower surface .599 4.746 2.553 -16.8
aft inboard (23.6) (186.85) (100.531)
wing
112 Rosette Lower surface .836 2.539 2.902 -2.8
canard (32.91) (99.97) (114.2693)
trailingedge
115 Rosette Lower surface .919 2.544 2.898 0
canard (36.17) (100.18) (114.095)
117 Rosette Lower surface 1.107 4.336 2.518 0
outboardwing (43.6) (170.7) (99.1436)
118 Rosette Lower surface .79 2.09 2.837 0
canard (31.12) (82.27) (Iii.6966)
leadingedge
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Table VII
COORDINATEI,OCATIONS FOR NASA FI,IG[rF TEST STRAIN GAGES
Coordinates
ZF ZF
Gage XF YF .m (.in.) m (in)
N_uber Type Location m kin.) m kin.) Upper Lower
1015 Shear Front spar .37 1.58 2.7
canard (14.7] C62.12) (106.2)
I016 Shear Rear spar .37 2.01 2.69
canard (14.7) (79.2) (106.08)
i017 Shear Canard (.root) .3 1.58 2.68
¢11.69) (62.16) (105.41)
1018 Bending Canard .37 i.93 2.72 2.69
bridge Upper and (_14.7) (.76.12) (.107.18) (.105.9)
lower
surfaces
I019 Bending Upper and _ 2.06 4.94 2.55 2.51
bridge lower sur- ¢81.0) ¢194.37) (.100.24) (98.82)
faces
Outboardwing
1020 Bending Upper and 1.26 4.25 2.57 2.50
bridge lower sur- (49.76) (.167.13) (i01.08) (98.59)
faces
Outboardwing
1021 Bending Upper and 1.24 4.27 2.54 2.51
bridge lower sur- (49.00) (168.04) (i00.1395) (98.70)
faces
Outboardwing
1022 Shear Front spar 1.37 4.12 2.51
outboard (53.95) (162.05) (98.9)
wing
1023 Shear Rear spar i.12 4.41 2.55
outboardwing (.44.27)(173.81) (I00.37)
1025 Bending Upper and 1.36 4.33 2.56 2.51
bridge lower sur- (53.64). (.170.3) (.100.84) (98.64)
faces
Outboardwing
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Table VII
C]OORDINATI{LOCATIONSFOR NASAFLIGHT TEST STRAIN GAGES (Continued)
Coordinates
ZF ZF
Gage XF YF . "m (in) m (in.)
Ntmd)er Type Location m (.in.) m (_in.) Upper Lower
1026 Bending Upper and 1.34 4.35 2.56 2.51
bridge lower sur- (.52.87) ()71.23) (100.92) (98.76)
faces
Outboard wing
1029 Shear Inboard wing .4 4.05 2.57
(]5.64) C159.5) (101.34)
I030 Shear Inboard wing .4 4.38 2.57
(!5.64) (172.5) (101.01)
1035 Shear Inboard wing .78 4.38 2.55
(30.9) (172.5) O00.52)
1036 Shear Inboard wing .81 4.05 2.55
(32. O) (!59.5) (100.49I
i057 Shear Inboardwing .82 3.81 2.55
(52.2) (.150.) (100.29)
1038 Shear Inboard wing .82 3.56 2.55
(32.2) (140.) (99.79)
1115 Shear Front spar .61 1.91 2.8
canard (_24.09) (.75.35) (110.21)
1116 Shear Rear spar .44 2.08 2.73
canard (17.5) (81.94) (107.39)
1118 Bending Canard 0.52 2.00 2.79 2.75
bridge upper and (20.61) (109.69) (.109.69) (108.31)
lower sur-
. faces
2020 Bending Upper and 1.3 4.21 2.56 2.5
bridge lower sur- (51.02) (165.6) (100.82) (98.3)
faces
Outboard wing
2021 l_nding Upper and 1.21 4.31 2.57 2.51
bridge lower sur- (47.72) (169.62) (101.2569) (98.91)
faces
Outboard wing
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Table VII
COORDINATELOCATIONSFOR NASA FLIGHT TEST STRAIN CAGES (Concluded)
Coordinates
ZF ZF
Gage XF "YF m (in.) m (in.)
Nm.ber Type Location m (.in.)m (.in.) Upper Lower
". 2025 Bending Upper and 1.39 4.29 2.55 2.5
bridge lower sur- _54.9) (168.77) CI00.55) (98.32)
faces
Outboardwing
2026 Bending Upper and 1.31 4.39 2.57 2.51
bridge lower sur- (51.6) {172.78) _i01.07) (98.98)
faces
Outboardwing
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Table VIII
H_T 8g STATIC TEST RESULTS-GROUND STRAIN GAGES
Average Gage Predicted
Stress Stress
(;_ige kN/m2 kN/m2 Percent
No. Type (psi) (psi) Difference
l Rosette o 18523.4 60099.6 -69
x (_26861.5) _8716.4)
o -4123.2 358oo.9 -1]2
Y C-598.) (5192.3)
T 10349.4 -29393.4 -135
xy (1501.] _-4263.)
2 Rosette o 26735.4 44159.7 -39
X
(2877.5) (6404.6)
o 7739.6 19167.4 -60
Y (2122.5) (2779.9)
T 4454.2 -18037.3 -125
xy (.646.) (-2616.)
3 Rosette o 27390.4 38956.7 -30
x (3972.5) (5650 .)
9284.1 12581.9 -26
Y (1346.5) (1824.8)
T 492.9 -7119.1 -110
zy (71.5) (-I032.5)
4 Rosette a 3426.8 16155. -79
x (497.) (2343.)
a 117.2 209.6 -44
Y (!7.) C30.4)
T 48478.7 -13250.8 -466
xy C7031.] (-1921.8)
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Table VIII
HiMAT 8g STATIC TEST RESULTS-GROUNDsTRAIN CAGES (Continued)
Average Gage Predicted
Stress Stress
Gage kN/m2 kN/m2 Percent
No. Type (psi) (psi) Difference
5 Rosette a 85427. 83113. 3
x (12389.7) C12054.I)
24895.1 20089.9 24
Y (3610.6) (2913.7)
26409.2 -12545.4 -310
xy (.383O.2) (_-1819.5)
6 Rosette _ 66653.9 65759. 1.4
x (9667.) (9537.2)
20822.9 16370.8 27
Y L3020.) (.2374.3)
-9480.6 -1886.5 403
x7 (-1375.) (_273.6)
7 Rosette _ 80509.5 107208.3 -25
x (11676.5) _15548.7)
8708.4 9515.1 -8
Y (1263. ) (.1380.)
T -7398.3 -11846.3 -38
x7 _-1073.) (.-1718.1)
8 Rosette _ 31365.4 48895.2 -36
x C4549.) (.7091.4)
3351. 8265. -59
Y _486. ) (1198.7)
T 5736.6 5753.2 -
xy _832.) [834.4)
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Table VIII
H£MAT 8g STATIC TEST RESULTS-GROUNDSTRAIN GAGES (Continued)
Average Gage Predicted
Stress Stress
Gage kN/m2 kN/m2 Percent
No. Type (psi) (psi) Difference ._
i01 Rosette o 19505 -34260 -157
x (2829) (-4969)
o 15231 -3144 -584
Y (2209) (-456)
T -6267 -669 -
x-y (-909) (-97)
102 Rosette o 26862 -36990 -173
x
(3896) (-5365)
18292 -1606 --
Y (2653) (-233)
T 13045 -655 -
xy (1892) (-95)
103 Rosette _ 14913 51400 -71
x (2163) (7455)
13017 -41 -
Y (1888) (-6)
T 11356 4137 -374
xy (1647) (600)
o.
ii0
Table VIII
HiM_T 8g STATIC TEST RESULTS-GROUNDSTRAIN GAGES(Continued)
Average Gage Predicted
Stress Stress
Gage kN/m2 kN/m2 Percent
No. Type (psi) (psi) Difference
- I00 Rosette _ 26352 66107 -60
x (3822) (9588)
-14955 17258 -187
Y (-2169) (2503)
4261 30323 -86
xy (618) (4398)
1(18 Rosette _ 11909.7 18579.3 -36
x (!727.3) (2694.6)
o 2855.2 -39.3 -
Y (414.1) (75.7)
841.5 6513.7 -87
xy (122.04) (944.7)
109 Rosette _ 6665.4 59297. -89
X (966.7) (8600.)
3032.4 25661.1 -88
Y (439.8) (3721.7)
-3613.7 -7124.6 -49
xy (.-524.1) (-1033.3)
II0 Rosette _ 176 -379 -146
x (25.5) (:551)
. _ -400 -483 -17
Y (-58) (-70)
2592 2923 -ii
xy 376 (-424)
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'FableVIII
HighT 8g STATIC TEST RESULTS-GROUND STRAIN GAGES (Concluded)
Average Gage Predicted
Stress Stress
Gage kN/m2 kN/m2 Percent
No. Type (psi) (F_i) Difference
112 Rosette _ -2199 4902 -145
X (-319 (711)
-565 -2461 -77
Y (-82) (-357)
213 5385 -96
xy (31) (781)
115 Rosette o 15455.1 21972.3 -30
x (2241.5) _3186.7)
o -903.2 2445.6 -137
Y (_131.] (354.4)
4030.1 5727.7 -30
xy (584.5) (.830.7)
117 Rosette o 37818 69189 -45
x (5485) (10035)
o -5916 11749 -150
Y (-858) (1704)
21008 -24387 -186
xy 3047 (-35371)
118 Rosette o 68175 83813 -19
x (9888) (12156) _
-3289 9618 -134
Y (-477) (1395)
T 4902 15093 -68
xy (711) (2189)
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]'ableIX
STATICTEST-FLIGHTTEST STRAINGAGES
Gage
Number Type
1015 Shear
1016 Shear
1017 Shear
1019 Bendingbridge
1020 Bendingbridge
1021 Bending bridge
1022 Shear
1023 Shear
1025 Bendingbridge
1026 Bendingbridge
1027 Bendingbridge
1028 Bendingbridge
1029 Shear
1030 Shear
1031 Bendingbridge
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Table IX
HiMAT 8g STATICTEST-FLIGHTTEST STRAIN GAGES
(Concluded)
Gage
Number Type
1032 Bendingbridge
1033 Bendingbridge
1034 Bendingbridge
1035 Shear
1036 Shear
1037 Shear
1038 Shear
ii15 Shear
1116 Shear
1118 Bendingbridge
2020 Bendingbridge
2021 Bending bridge
2025 Bendingbridge
2026 Bendingbridge
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Table X
I:LIGIffTEST STRAIN GAGES-INNERROW TEST RESULTS
Strain _x) Strain (Ex)
100% Load 100% Load
Gage Loading Unloading Average
Number Type (_ - m/m) (_ - m/m) (_ - m/m)
2020 Bending 2009. 2107. 2058.
bridge
1020 Bending 2219. 2330. 2274.5
bridge
1021 Bending 2311. 2423. 2367.
bridge
2021 Bending 2398.5 2513. 2456.
bridge
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Table XI
LONGIIIJDINALPANEL STRAIN-NASTRAN
XF~130.3 cm
GLT = 2.413 x 106 kN/m2 (0.35x 106 Ib/in2)
Nastran Longitudinal Average Strain
Panel Strain _x) [(L)-(U)]/2.
Number (fl - m/m) (_ - m/m)
1021117 (U) -2029.6 1975.2
1021118 (L) 1920.9
1021119 (U) -2440.4 2176.8
1021120 (L) 1913.3
1021121 (U) -2729.9 2383.7
1021122 (L) 2037.5
1021123 (U) -2874.5 2801.7
i021124 (L) 2729.0
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Table X.[i
FLIGHT TEST STRAIN GAGES-OUTER ROW TEST RESULTS
Strain (_x) Strain (_x)
100% Load 100% Load
Gage Loading Unloading Average
Number Type (# - m/m) (// - m/m) (/1 -m!m)
i
1025 Bending 2195. 2301. 2248.
bridge
2025 Bending 2260. 2375. 2316.5
bridge
1026 Bending 2223. 2331. 2277.
bridge
2026 Bending 2341. 2460. 2400.5
bridge
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Table XIII
I,ON(;I'I'UDINAI,PANEL STRAIN - NASTRANPANELS 102110921021116
GLT = 2.413 x 106 kN/m2 (0.35x 106 Ib/in2)
Nastran CG Location ( Dist. Longitudinal Average Strain
Panel From Front Spar) Strain (Ex) [ (L) - (U) ]/2. -
N_nber Type m (in.) (_-m/m) (_-m/m)
(U) 1021109 CQDMF2,1 0.042 m (1.65 in.) -2712.0 2673.2
(L) 1021110 CQD_bl 0.042 m (1.65 in.) 2634.5
(U) 1021111 CQDM_I 0.122 m (4.8 in.) -3218.2 2857.7
(I,) 1021112 CQDMEM 0.122 m (4.8 in.) 2497.2
(U) 1O21113 CQDM_N 0.218 m (8.5 in.) -3295.6 2885.8
(I,)1021114 CQDMEM 0.218 m (8.5 in.) 2476.1
(U) 1021115 CQDMEM 0.32 m (12.6 in.) -2912.2 2815.9
(I,) 1021.116 CQD_4 0.32 m (12.6 in.) 2719.6
.... " .... _ Gi_ '-_ 4.ff89X-106 kN/m2 (0,68 x _06- ib/in 2)........
(U) 1021109 -2283.9 " ?i_:_'4:__v_
(L) 1021110 2443.0
(U] I021111 -2769.4 2520.7
(L) 1021112 2272.0
(U) 1021113 -2888.8 2547.4
(L) 1021114 2206.0
(U) 1O21115 -2601.0
2490.5
(I,) 1021116 2380.0
(U) = Upper panel
(I0 = Lower panel
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Tnble XlV
LONGITUDINALPANEL STRAIN-NASTRAN
XF ~ 130.3
GLT = 4.689 x 106 kN/m2 (0.68x 106 Ib/in2)
Nastran Longitudinal Average Strain
Panel Strain (_x) [(g)-(U)]/2.
Number (/L-m/m) (/L-m/m)
1021117(u) -1711.9 1795.
1021118 (L) 1878.
1021119 (U) -2095.6 1963.3
1021120 (L) 1831.
1021121 (U) -2387. 2148.7
i021122 (L) 1910.5
1021123 (U) -2594.8 2568.9
1021124 (L) 2543.0
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Tab le XV
TEST DFFLt.!CTIONS
II_°I'A/V-2 Cond 8g to 110%, 27 April 1978
(;age 8001 8002 8003 8004 8005 8006
Slot 174 175 176 177 178 179
Chan 112 113 114 115 116 117
0.0 -0.000 0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000
20.0 0.675 0.679 0.797 0.897 0.848 0.602
40.0 1.491 1.526 1.789 1.984 1.786 1.345
60.0 2.379 2.450 2.865 3.211 2.777 2.148
8[).0 3.314 3.412 4.026 4.516 3.825 2.992
9[).0 3.804 3.924 4.650 5.211 4.379 3.436
100.0 4.293 4.427 5.274 5.921 4.945 3.881
110.0 4.808 4.965 5.921 6.657 5.335 4.338
100.0 4.561 4.714 5.619 6.312 5.225 4.116
90.0 4.164 4.307 5.129 5.744 4.820 3.767
80.0 3.747 3.872 4.597 5.145 4.358 3.391
60.0 2.866 2.945 3.487 3.898 3.349 2.593
40.0 1.964 2.019 2.369 2.641 2.336 1.780
20.0 1.042 1.058 1.252 1.390 1.300 0.946
0.0 0.063 0.053 0.082 0.089 0.035 0.058
Gage 8007 8008 8009 8010 8011 8012
Slot 180 181 182 183 184 185
Chan 118 9016 9017 9018 9019 9020
0.0 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 0.000 0.000
20.0 0.565 0.695 0.512 0.465 0.410 0.562
40.0 1.281 1.448 i.I00 1.033 0.928 1.152
60.0 2.061 2.234 1.736 1.655 1.489 1.753
80.0 2.876 3.063 2.380 2.296 2.079 2.398
90.0 3.310 3.504 2.725 2.628 2.380 2.731
100.0 3.754 3.957 3.065 2.969 2.689 3.080
II0.0 4.197 4.408 3.410 3.316 3.014 3.419
I00.0 4.008 4.228 3.248 3.169 2.882 3.293
90.0 3.666 3.899 2.991 2.908 2.641 3.051 "
80.0 3.291 3.542 2.704 2.622 2.381 2.786
60.0 2.5.[8 2.750 2.086 2.023 1.832 2.183
40.0 1.725 1.932 1.464 1.401 1.258 1.544
20.0 0.915 1.106 0.796 0.755 0.680 0.912
0.0 0.058 0.041 0.052 0.047 0.046 0.031
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Table XV
TEST DEFLECTIONS (Continued)
Gage 8013 8014 8015 8016 8017 8018
Slot 186 187 188 189 190 191
Chan 9021 9022 9023 9024 9025 9026
0.0 0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
20.0 0.430 0.293 0.273 0.305 0.285 0.183
40.0 0.921 0.668 0.610 0.758 0.617 0.417
60.0 1.422 1.066 0.979 1.122 0.949 0.678
8(1.0 1.938 1.490 1.368 1.521 1.281 0.938
90.0 2.208 1.702 1.564 1.712 1.463 1.074
100.0 2.475 1.922 1.767 1.947 1.645 1.209
110.0 2.701 2.155 1.976 2.160 1.838 1.345
I00.0 2.631 2.046 1.884 2.086 1.762 1.287
90.0 2.432 1.876 1.732 1.956 1.635 1.190
80.0 2.216 1.697 1.570 1.803 1.490 1.084
60.0 1.741 1.316 1.211 1.430 1.180 0.848
40.0 ].240 0.912 0.846 1.038 0.848 0.592
20.0 0.700 0.497 0.456 0.647 0.486 0.321
0.0 0.053 0.038 0.039 0.039 0.045 0.017
Gage 8019 8020 8021 8022 8023 8024
Slot 192 193 194 195 196 197
Chan 9027 9028 9029 9030 9031 9032
(%J
o.o :o.ooo o.ooo -o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo
20.0 0.122 0.202 0.160 0.056 0.148 0.053
40.0 0.304 0.574 0.477 0.165 0.330 0.141
60.0 0.501 0.825 0.659 0.285 0.510 0.234
80.0 0.704 1.097 0.859 0.412 0.691 0.336
90.0 0.809 1.244 0.973 0.477 0.785 0.388
I00.0 0.914 1.400 1.091 0.541 0.879 0.439
II0.0 1.022 1.556 1.195 0.606 0.985 0.490
100.0 0.992 1.530 1.182 0.603 0.968 0.489
90.0 0.917 1.449 1.136 0.559 0.902 0.452
80.0 0.834 1.350 1.075 0.512 0.831 0.413
. 60.0 0.650 1.091 0.882 0.397 0.663 0.323
40.0 0.454 0.803 0.669 0.274 0.479 0.225
20.0 0.247 0.538 0.488 0.148 0.275 0.123
0.0 0.019 0.025 0.025 0.013 0.028 0.013
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Table XV
TEST DEFLECTIONS(Continued)
Gage 8025 8026 8027 8028 8029 8030
Slot 198 199 200 201 202 203
(;han 9033 9034 9035 9036 9037 9038
(%}
0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
20.0 0.005 0.004 0.006 0.000 0.000 0.000
40.0 0.039 0.036 0.040 -0.000 -0.000 0.005
60.0 0.079 0.073 0.072 0.002 -0.000 0.017
80.0 0.124 0.112 0.107 0.014 0.005 0.051
90.0 0.147 0.133 0.127 0.021 0.009 0.039
100.0 0.170 0.154 0.145 0.028 0.015 0.047
110.0 0.193 0.174 0.162 0.034 0.018 0.053
100.0 0.200 0.180 0.166 0.039 0.023 0.057
90.0 0.191 0.175 0.164 0.042 0.025 0.057
80.0 0.174 0.159 0.150 0.041 0.025 0.057
60.0 0.133 0.121 0.117 0.037 0.025 0.053
40.0 0.090 0.083 0.081 0.024 0.021 0.040
20.0 0.047 0.044 0.043 0.013 0.012 0.022
0.0 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.002 0.003
(;age 8031 8032 8033 8034 8035 8036
Slot 204 205 206 207 208 209
Chan 9039 9040 9041 9042 9043 9044
(%1
0.0 0.000 -0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
20.0 0.564 0.602 0.647 0.702 0.631 0.566
40.0 1.204 1.288 1.387 1.486 1.342 1.208
60.0 1.815 1.933 2.075 2.226 2.004 1.817
80.0 2.388 2.550 2.734 2.927 2.643 2.397
90.0 2.668 2.846 3.052 3.269 2.955 2.671
I00.0 2.918 3.107 3.329 3.565 3.225 2.918
110.0 3.175 3.380 3.619 3.865 3.501 3.175
100.0 3.082 3.280 3.519 3.762 3.400 3.085
90.0 2.883 3.071 3.294 3.527 3.182 2.889
80.0 2.658 2.833 3.040 3.256 2.942 2.668
60.0 2.130 2.265 2.432 2.598 2.350 2.145 -
40.0 1.538 1.636 1.752 1.876 1.692 1.543
20.0 0.844 0.896 0.961 1.026 0.929 0.851
0.0 0.051 0.050 0.052 0.059 0.050 0.054
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Table XV
TEST DEFLECTIONS(Continued)
Gage 8037 8038 8039 8040 8041 8042
Slot 210 211 212 213 214 215
Chan 9045 9046 9047 9048 9049 9050
0.0 -0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
20.0 0.554 0.531 0.436 0.410 0.399 0.446
40.0 1.184 1.143 0.935 0.877 0.851 0.960
60.0 1.778 1.710 1.404 1.315 1.273 1.447
80.0 2.339 2.256 1.857 1.729 1.671 1.902
90.0 2.614 2.524 2.076 1.939 1.868 2.128
I00.0 2.855 2.753 2.269 2.118 2.035 2.331
110.0 3.100 2.979 2.468 2.302 2.206 2.539
I00.0 3.010 2.905 2.393 2.239 2.143 2.460
90.0 2.823 2.737 2.238 2.096 2.012 2.298
80.0 2.604 2.524 2.065 1.934 1.861 2.119
60.0 2.082 2.013 1.652 1.545 1.486 1.696
40.0 1.504 1.460 1.194 1.126 1.074 1.224
20.0 0.823 0.793 0.655 0.617 0.587 0.673
0.0 0.047 0.051 0.037 0.035 0.031 0.040
Gage 8043 8044 8045 8046 8047 8048
Slot 216 217 218 219 220 221
Chan 9051 9052 9053 9054 9055 9056
0.0 -0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.000 0.000
20.0 0.476 0.263 0.235 0.202 0.432 0.138
40.0 0.966 0.572 0.522 0.477 0.835 0.328
60.0 1.379 0.860 0.790 0.711 1.148 0.500
80.0 1.691 1.131 1.042 0.931 1.338 0.662
90.0 1.844 1.264 1.166 1.051 1.428 0.742
I00.0 1.990 1.382 1.280 1.149 1.506 0.815
110.0 2.138 1.508 1.396 1.258 1.583 0.892
100.0 2.096 1.459 1.363 1.246 1.567 0.876
90.'0 1.987 1.362 1.274 1.169 1.513 0.818
80.0 1.872 1.258 1.175 1.080 1.455 0.757
60.0 1.620 1.014 0.946 0.875 1.325 0.615
40.0 1.327 0.742 0.693 0.645 1.161 0.456
20.0 0.764 0.412 0.384 0.360 0.686 0.253
0.0 0.044 0.026 0.027 0.030 0.045 0.016
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Table XV
TEST DEFLECTIONS(Continued)
Gage 8049 8050 8051 8052 8053 8054
Slot 222 223 224 225 226 227
Chan 9057 9058 9059 9060 9061 9062
0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.000
20.0 0.114 0.085 0.354 0.000 0.067 0.051
40.0 0.271 0.206 0.664 0.000 0.180 0.123
00.0 0.412 0.304 0.870 0.000 0.273 0.179
80.0 0.544 0.396 0.943 0.001 0.363 0.233
90.0 0.610 0.441 0.972 0.002 0.408 0.261
100.0 0.672 0.485 0.997 0.002 0.453 0.285
110.0 0.737 0.534 1.017 0.002 0.498 0.310
100.0 0.733 0.532 1.021 0.002 0.501 0.311
90.0 0.684 0.495 1.021 0.002 0.471 0.292
80.0 0.633 0.458 1.021 0.002 0.437 0.272
00.0 0.515 0.375 1.011 0.001 0.355 0.226
40.0 0.383 0.282 0.975 0.000 0.268 0.172
20.0 0.214 0.158 0.595 0.000 0.150 0.099
0.0 0.014 0.011 0.042 0.000 0.011 0.006
(;age 8102 8103 8114 8115 8125 8127
Slot 244 245 246 247 248 249
Chan 9079 9080 9081 9082 9083 9084
(%)
0.0 0.000 -0.000 -0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.000
20.0 0.733 0.818 0.324 0.297 0.025 0.038
40.0 1.632 1.830 0.724 0.664 0.076 0.087
60.0 2.580 2.909 1.133 1.045 0.127 0.133
80.0 3.589 4.070 1.571 1.444 0.183 0.182
90.0 4.104 4.670 1.789 1.648 0.211 0.207
I00.0 4.626 5.275 2.014 1.852 0.239 0.230
II0.0 5.218 5.955 2.270 2.081 0.271 0.259
100.0 4.913 5.624 2.137 1.965 0.274 0.260
90.0 4.483 5.123 1.953 1.801 0.253 0.240
80.0 4.022 4.587 1.753 1.624 0.228 0.218
60.0 3.076 3.488 1.362 1.249 0.177 0.172 -
40.0 2.092 2.365 0.939 0.862 0.121 0.125
20.0 1.082 1.221 0.502 0.449 0.061 0.066
0.0 0.028 0.031 0.017 0.016 -0.003 0.004
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Table XV
TEST DEFLECTIONS (Concluded)
Gage 8132 8133 8071
Slot 250 251 420
Chan 9085 9086 9087
0.0 0.000 -0.000 -0.000
20.0 0.658 0.716 0.670
40.0 1.375 1.492 1.479
60.0 2.044 2.218 2.373
80.0 2.656 2.871 3.321
90.0 2.931 3.170 3.815
i00.0 3.183 3.439 4.321
1]0.0 3.470 3.744 4.845
100.0 3.365 3.622 4.600
90.0 3.157 3.407 4.208
80.0 2.915 3.147 3.774
60.0 2.326 2.509 2.868
40.0 1.644 1.772 1.975
20.0 0.882 0.945 1.047
0.0 -0.001 -0.002 0.067
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Figure 11. HiMAT Outboard Wing Required Structual Deflections
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Figure 12. HiMAT Outboard Wing 8g Limit Loads (Net)
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Figure 13. HiMAT Outboard Wing 12 g Limit Loads (Net)
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figure 15. HiM.AT Outboard Wing Cover Laminate
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Figure 16. HiMAT Outboard Wing- AC89 Results
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Figure 19. HiMAT Outboard Wing Cover Laminates (35 0 /50 0 /-500 )
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Figure 20. Wing Structural Twist at 7,620 M (25,000 Ft),
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Figure 21. HiMAT Outboard \ving Cover Laminate Thickness
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Figure 22. HiMAT Outboard Wing - Desired Cover Ply Distributions
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Figure 23. H~T Outboard Wing - Actual Cover Ply Distributions
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Figure 25. Final Predicted Wing Twist - Front and Rear Spars
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Figure 26. Wing Deflection - Leading/Trailing Edge
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Figure 27. Final Prediction Wing Twist - Leading/Trailing Edge
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Figure 30. HiMAT Canard 12 g Net Limit Loads
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Figure 3~. HiMAT Canard 8 g Net Limit Loads
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Figure ~2. Hil.~T Canard Required Structural Deflections - 8g Maneuver Condition
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Figure 33. HiMAT Canard AC87 Results - Cover Laminate (eo/45°/-45~) I
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Figure 35. HiMAT Canard AC89 Results - Cover Laminate (15°/45°/-45°)
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Figure 36. H~T Canard NASTRAN Results (15°/45°/-45°) - Selected Ply Layup
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Figure 37. HiMAT Canard-AC89 Versus NASTRAN Twist
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Figure 38. HiMAT Canard Cover Laminate Thickness
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Figure 39. HiMAT Canard Cover Laminate - Desired Ply Distributions
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Figure 40. H~T Canard Cover Laminate - Actual Ply Distributions
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Figure 41. Deflection of Front/Rear Spars - Canard
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Figure 42. Canard Final Predicted Flight Twist - Canard FSjRS
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Figure 43. Canard LEITE Deflection
Figure 44. Canard Final Predicted Flight Twist - LEITE
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Figure SO. Correlation of Shear Test Loads - Outboard Wing
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Figure S1. Correlation of Shear Test Loads - Canard
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Figure 52. Canard Predicted Test Twist - FS/RS
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Figure 53. Canard Predicted Test Twist ~ LEITE
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Figure 57. Ground Test Strain Gages ~ Canard Lower and Upper Surfaces
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Figure 58. Flight Test Strain Gages - Inboard/Outboard Wing
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Figure 59. Flight Test Strain Gages - Canard
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Figure 61. Strain Gage Axis System - Flight Gages
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Figure 62. Outboard Wing Ground Test Gages IT
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Figure 64. Outboard Wing Ground Test Gages - u
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figure 70. Outboard Wing Box Ground Test Gages-
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